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China's rapid economic growth since 1978 is considered as part of the so-called "East 
Asian Economic Miracle". But due to the lack oflong enough time period data, China's 
distinctive performance in economic growth has not been widely explored by academic 
works. Using the panel data at provincial level during the post-1978 period, this paper 
documents the fundamental roles played by human capital, export and foreign direct 
investment in explaining the economic growth and the regional development in China. It 
can be concluded from the results of panel regressions that besides investment, export, 
FDI and human capital are the robust determinants of economic growth in China. It seems 
that export and FDI have effects through facilitating the diffijsion of foreign advanced 
technological and managerial knowledge. Human capital only matters in the regions where 
export and FDI has preeminent contribution, suggesting that human capital plays a 
complementary role which could enhance the transfer ofknowledge through export and 
FDI. Negative impacts ofLocal governments' consumption and the "catching-up" effect 
5 
are also found. Finally, the positive impacts of ownership reform, measured by the share of 
non-state sector in total industrial output, are fragile after controlling the influence of 
exports, FDI and local governments' behaviors. Based on the different pattern ofgrowth, 
a new and more strict regional classification is also developed. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
China has experienced a rapid economic growth since 1978. The average annual growth 
rate of real GDP was 9.78 per cent during the period 1978-1994. Compared with the 
growth rate of the world as a whole, which was 2.9 percent in the corresponding period 
(World Bank, 1995, p 165), China's performance could be considered as a growth 
miracle/ In fact, the average growth rate of Chinese economy during the sixteen yeas 
since 1978 even exceeded the growth rates of Japan and the four East Asian newly 
industrializing countries in their taking-off and high growth periods. Rapid and Sustained 
growth in China provides a fresh sample for studying economic development and 
provokes great interests in exploring the sources ofher unusual growth performance. 
It is well known that "Reform and Openness" were the main polices announced by the 
Chinese government at the landmark Third Plenary Session of the 11th Central 
Committee of the Chinese Communist Party held in December 1978. Undoubtedly, 
reform and openness are the engines facilitating the sustained economic growth in China 
after 1978. In China, openness is somewhat different from reform though they always ,< 
interact with each other. The reform focuses on China's centrally planned and state-
ownership dominated economy. It mainly includes measures designed to loosen 
domestic price control, attempts to overcome soft budget constraint and agency problem 
in state-owned sector and allowing the emergence of non-state sector. It is in some ways 
similar to the reforms in the former Soviet Union and other communist countries. The 
opening-up policies are designed to end isolated economic relationship with the outside 
world and are in many similar to some less-developed countries which also pursued 
import substitution strategy in the past. 
1 In a recently published World Bank Policy Research Report, East Asian Miracle, the authors claim that 
“a strong argument could be made for including China among the 'miracle’ economies of East Asia" 
(p.76). 
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The impacts of reform on economic growth, especially on productivity changes in China 
have been widely discussed in the literature.^ However, studies concentrating on the 
effects of openness were seldom, if not ever, reported. It is not yet well understood how 
important "openness" has been in enabling China to achieve high economic growth. 
In development economics, the merits of different trade regimes and effects of openness 
have widely been investigated in voluminous theoretical and empirical works. Although 
still far from achieving free trade, openness in China could be regarded as an episode of 
trade liberalization, if we compared the decade of 1980s with the period before 1978, 
when China's link with the world economy was subject to highly centralized control. 
Indeed, after more than a decade's "opening-up", China has taken part extensively in the 
world economy. In 1994, the value of China's exports and imports amounted to US$ 121 
billion and US$ 115.7 billion respectively. China became the 9th largest exporter and 
11th largest importer in the world. During the post-1978 period, exports grew at an 
annual rate of 14 per cent in real terms (World Bank 1992b). China has literally been set 
3 • 
forth as a textbook example of export-led growth. Another aspect of openness is 
allowing foreign capital inflows. In recent years, it seems that China was very attractive 
.< 
to foreign investors. China has been the biggest host country of foreign direct investment 
(FDI) among all developing countries since 1992. In 1994, the total amount of utilized 
foreign direct investment was US$ 33.77 billion. Partly due to data nonavailability, 
China's distinctive experience has been omitted from empirical investigations on the 
issues of openness and economic growth. Analyzing the influence of China's external 
sector on her economic growth will undoubtedly add some fresh evidence to academic 
discussion. 
China is a huge country with vast regional variation. There are some arguments in China 
that reform policies have widened regional inequality in China. Have regional inequality 
2 see Jefferson and Rawski (1994) as an introduction of reform in Chinese industry and survey on related 
empirical works. 
3 see Krugman and Obstfeld (1991), p247. 
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and growth performance gap been widened in the post-1978 period? While reform 
measures which focus on internal development have been adopted more or less evenly by 
all provinces (e.g. Tax-for-Profit Scheme and the Contract Responsibility System in 
industry), the "opening-up" policies which decentralized decision making regarding 
linking with foreign countries have acted in disproportional favors of east coastal region. 
After a decade of openness, some east coastal provinces have become the major 
manufacturing export centers in the world and are regarded as part of the so-called "East 
Asian miracle". In addition to the effects of reform measures, what is the role of 
openness in the changing pattem of regional development? Investigating the relationship 
between openness and economic growth in China at the regional level will shed some 
new light on these issues. 
So the modest objective of this thesis is to identify the contribution of "opening-up" 
policies to overall phenomenal economic growth in China and the changing pattem of 
her regional development. 
This paper is structured as follows. Chapter two contains a brief survey oftheoretical and 
.< 
empirical literature on openness and growth. Chapter three gives a general introduction 
to the measures of openness adopted in post-1978 era, and a simple assessment on the 
possible linkage between these policy instruments and the channels through which 
economic growth is affected. A short review of regional development in China before 
and after 1978 is also presented. Chapter four discusses some data issues and the 
methods of model selection and estimation. Chapter five examines growth accounting in 
the Solow tradition and China is divided into different economic areas according to our 
findings on the ranking of Solow residuals in 29 provinces. Chapter six evaluates the 
influence of human capital. Chapter seven takes a detailed look at the contribution of 
exports. Chapter eight is devoted to the investigation on the role of foreign direct 
investment. To compare with existing empirical studies on endogenous growth, in 
Chapter nine we also explore the determinants of per capita GDP growth, such as the 
3 
role of government spending, property reform, price system reform and convergence or 
"catching up" effect after taking into account the influence of investment, export and 
FDI. Finally, the last chapter provides some concluding remarks. 
< 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 
2.1. Theoretical model 
In neoclassical growth models developed by Solow (1956), trade or openness has no 
long run dynamic effect on growth because technological change is considered as 
exogenous. For less-developed countries (LDCs), participating in international division 
of production and concentrating on production of labor-intensive goods only has once-
for-all resources reallocation gains as emphasized by the Hechscher-Ohlin model. Thus, 
static factors such as improved resources allocation, economies of scale and improved 
capacity utilization may account for high level of productivity as a result of trade 
liberalization but not for continuing high total factor productivity (TFP) growth rates. 
The endogenous growth theory and new trade theory developed by Grossman and 
Helpman (1991a, 1991b), Rivera-Batiz and Romer (1991a, 1991b), Stokey (1991) and 
Young (1991) and others suggest that trade policy affects long run growth through its 
impact on technological change. Although most of these models indicate free trade or 
openness may adversely affect long term growth in LDCs, they do provide rationale for 
5 
selecting trade or index of openness as a potential determinant of long-run dynamic 
growth. Different from the traditional Solow model, in these endogenous growth 
theories, due to the existence of positive externality the marginal productivity in factor 
accumulation may not decrease to zero as long as the quantity of factor increases. 
Openness may provide such externality for LDCs if it encourages asymmetric 
technology spillover from advanced countries to LDCs through the latter's learning, 
imitating and competing in the process of export, capital goods import and foreign 
investment inflow. Thus loosening control over export and import and allowing foreign 
capital inflow may contribute positively to domestic growth. 
5 
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2.2. Empirical investigation 
Empirical studies on the relationship between openness and economic growth stem from 
the controversy on the relative merits of two alternative development strategies for 
LDCs, namely, import substitution and export promotion. Voluminous literature in this 
field generally focuses on several aspects. First, contribution of export growth or export 
share are evaluated. In order to measure the relationship between exports growth and 
economic growth, Spearman rank correlation and an export-augmented neoclassical 
production function are widely employed in early empirical work.^ Using cross-section 
data, most of these efforts show a strong positive correlation between exports growth 
and economic growth, suggesting the superiority of the strategy of export push 
compared with import-substitution policies. For example, investigating 41 LDCs for the 
period 1950-1973, Michaely (1977) finds a Spearman rank correlation of 0.38, 
significant at the one percent level, between the growth rates of the shares of export in 
GNP and the growth rates of per capital GNP. Feder (1982) estimates his theoretical 
model using data from 50 LDCs for the period 1964-1973 and shows the marginal 
productivity in the export sector is 70 per cent higher than that of the domestic sector and < 
there is export-generated positive externality from export sector to non-export sector. An 
increase of exports by 10 per cent will increase the output of the domestic sector by 1.3 
per cent. His result favors the hypothesis that export is an engine of growth through 
competition and technological diffusion. Balassa (1978) also finds that the growth rate of 
exports contributes positively not only to overall GNP growth but also to growth of 
domestic economy (GDP net of exports). 
Realizing the research mentioned above may suffer from the problem of correlation 
between export and the error term, which may make OLS estimation biased and 
inconsistent, some economists introduce Granger and Sim's causality tests to determine 
4 See, Michaely, 1977; Balassa, 1978，1985; Tyler, 1981; Feder,1982; Ram,1985,1987. 
6 
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the causal direction between export expansion and economic growth.^ Results of these 
econometric exercises are collectively inconclusive, showing little clear-cut evidence 
supporting the hypothesis that exports cause growth. 
Measures of trade flows employed in studies mentioned above are imperfect proxies for 
trade policy, for example, large countries tend to have smaller trade shares. So trade 
performance may not capture differences between neutral, inward oriented, and export-
promoting regimes. Another group of research concentrated on measures of trade 
orientation rather than export performance. These approaches use the deviation of actual 
from predicted trade share, price distortion with respect to the relative price of tradable 
and non-tradable goods, and measures of trade barriers as a proxy for openness. All 
these estimations are conducted in the framework of the endogenous growth model in 
which the growth rates of per capita income rather than of aggregate GDP are used as 
dependent variables. Most of these findings prove openness is positively associated with 
GDP growth, even after controlling for other factors such as capital and labor. But there 
are criticisms that these trade-regime indicators used in the studies cited above are 
typically measured very badly, and often endogenous variables themselves. 
5 
While above empirical work implicitly considers the openness or export's impact on 
efficiency, either technological or allocation efficiency, by controlling the effects of 
capital and labor, the third relevant aspect which has also been addressed is the direct 
impact of openness on productivity, treating changes in TFP as a left-hand dependent 
variable. Micro studies have generally shown a positive impact of export expansion or 
trade liberalization on gains in productivity. Nevertheless, macro analysis yields mixed 
results. Young (1993,1994) finds that economic growth in the newly industrializing 
economies in East Asia comes mainly from factor accumulation and sector reallocation 
of resources, and that "outward orientation" gives little dynamic gains in total factor 
5 For example, Jung and Marshall (1985), Hsiao (1987), Kwan and Love (1994); 
6 For example, Syrquin and Chenery (1989)，Leamer (1988)，Edwards (1989), Bhalla and Lau (1991) and 
Dollar (1990)，De Long and Summers (1991). 
7 
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productivity. But World Bank (1993) uses cross-country data and demonstrates that 
exports shares and its interaction with educational attainment are significant positive 
determinants of TFP growth. Nishmizu and Page (1984) analyze a panel of industries 
from several countries and find that TFP growth is positively correlated with export 
growth, but only in economies that follow "market-oriented policies". 
As the role of foreign direct investment is concerned, Borensztein et al. (1995) analyze 
the case in 69 LDCs that received FDI flows from industrial countries and find that FDI 
contributes relatively more to econonlic growth than domestic investment does/ It is 
found that FDI is an important vehicle for transfer of technology and the higher 
productivity ofFDI holds only when the host country has a minimum threshold stock of 
human capital. In addition, FDI also has the effect of increasing total investment in the 
economy more than one to one, so besides the role in technology diffusion, FDI also has 
the externality effect on capital accumulation. Using sector-level data for Mexico, 
Blomstrom (1986) finds that an increase in FDI fails to increase productivity growth but 
Blomstrom and Wolff (1989) show that higher levels of foreign presence are associated 
with faster productivity growth and faster convergence of productivity levels. At the < 
micro level, Haddad and Harrison (1993) employ a firm-level data set for Morocco and 
find evidence that the dispersion of productivity is smaller in sectors with more foreign 
firms, but it seems foreign presence plays no role in productivity growth of domestic 
firms. Due to the sample restriction, bias could exist and it is difficult to draw a general 
conclusion from these studies at sector and firm level. 
Capital goods import is also found to be a sound determinant in the process of economic 
growth in LDCs. Lee (1994) employs cross country data for the period 1960-85 and finds 
that the ratio of imported to the domestically produced capital goods in the composition 
of investments has a significant positive effect on per capita income growth. 
7 Other work which also explores the role ofFDI at the macro level includes De Gregorio (1992) and 
Blomstrom et al.(1992). 
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2.^. Empirical studies of Chinese economv. 
There are few papers concerning the contribution of openness on China's economic 
growth except for Kwan and Cotsomitis (1991) and Wei (1993a, 1993b,1994). The 
former employs China's aggregate data and found there is a bi-directional causal 
relationship between the size ofthe export sector and growth of per capita income. Using 
Chinese cross-city data, Wei (1993a) shows a positive contribution of exports and 
foreign investment to rapid industrial growth in the 1980's. Measured by the initial level 
of export, technical spillover generated between export and non-export firms within a 
city is also found significant. The rationale behind his conclusion is that spillover effect 
tends to relate more with total level than with relative size. He also compares the relative 
importance of export and FDI and found for the whole decade of 1980s exports appear 
more important than FDI but in later part of the 1980s foreign investment contributes 
more than exports. His result also suggests that in contrast to openness, other reform 
measures such as price reform and setting of comprehensive reform experimenting cities 
seem to have little effect on inter-city difference in growth performance. In Wei (1993b), 
using the same data set, the author found that there is a positive correlation between the < 
growth of non-state firms and the initial size of the state sector, he concludes such result 
is in favor of a gradual rather than abrupt closure of state firms at the beginning of 
transition. Wei (1994) refines the study in Wei (1993a) and finds that foreign direct 
investment has a positive influence on export. Although the city level data set employed 
by Wei has the merit of enough number of observation, the time period it covered is 
very short and could not be relied upon confidently to sketch the whole picture of the 
ongoing change after 1978. Another limitation is it only has data on industrial output and 
could not be used to study the performance of the whole economy. In fact, relating 
industrial growth with total exports may exaggerate the role of exports because the 
export statistics include both industrial and non-industrial goods. It appears that using 
city-data could lessen this matching problem because in general most exports of a city 
are industrial goods, but in current China this is not the case. Exports of non-industrial 
9 
and industrial goods in near rural districts are also handled by cities' export companies. 
All explanatory variables in his estimation are measured by initial year data which may 
lessen the problem of simultaneity, but this approach can not capture the colorful change 
during the growth process. Initial data may not be good measures which could reflect the 
evolution of the effects of factors during the process of growth. Xiao (1991) uses 
industrial data at the city level to calculate the TFP index for Chinese provinces and 
found ownership structure of the provincial economies, i.e. non-state share of Gross 
Value of Industrial Output (GIVO, Gongye Shengchan Zongzhi), positively contributes 
to TFP. 
Several studies have examined the influence of reforms and openness on regional 
economic development in China. Fan (1992) studies the regional impacts offoreign trade 
in China for the period from 1984 to 1989 and finds that the effect of foreign trade on 
economic growth is stronger in the East than that in the West. 
< 
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Chapter 3 Review of Openness and Pattern of Regional Development in China 
3.1. About the openness 
3.1.1 The first measure is decentralization of export control and , to a less extent, import 
control down to the provincial level, allowing provincial governments to supervise 
foreign trade activities of local Foreign Trade Corporations (FTC) and large industry 
enterprises. Before 1978 all imports and exports are monopolized by 12 national FTCs, 
acting as an "airlock" between the outside world and the domestic economy. After the 
openness program launched in 1979, the number of FTCs has increased sharply to a 
peak of 6,500 in 1989, and over 3,600 at the present time.^ Decentralization not only 
stimulates the remarkable growth of exports, but also changes the role of exports in 
economic development fundamentally. Traditionally, exports in China was regarded as 
surplus which were sold to get foreign exchange for financing the importing of 
commodities in short supply. At present, besides a large proportion of GDP is realized by 
export, it seems export become a channel of transferring advanced technology because 
5 
far more agencies are involved in foreign markets. Paralleling with the increase of 
number of FTCs，the importance of export planning has also been declining over time, 
export targeting changed from detailing at the level of commodity to macro-orientated.^ 
As a result, the composition of export has been allowed to evolve towards China's 
comparative advantage. The composition of China's exports has become increasingly 
labor intensive during the post-1978 period. In 1965, the share of labor-intensive goods 
‘ in total exports was only roughly one third, but this share reached about 75 per cent in 
1990 10. At the same time, administrative restrictions on import are replaced by quota, 
8 World Bank 1994，p20. 
9 The export plan was split into two components: the command plan and guidance plan. The former is 
applied to specified goods, while the latter contains just value targets assigned to local governments. In 
1986，It is estimated that 60 per cent of total exports are specified as command plan and 20 per cent are 
subjected to guidance plan. But in the first quarter o f l 992 only 15 per cent of China's exports are 
subjected to command plan, (see World Bank 1994, pp25-28) 
“World Bank 1994,pl0. 
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licensing and tariffs. In 1992, the mandatory import plan only accounted for 18.5 per 
cent of China's total imports. The extent of quota and the level of tariffs are continually 
reduced. There are also huge duty exemptions on imported inputs for exporting 
activities, such as export processing. 
3.1.2. The third aspect is loosening the control on foreign exchange gradually. Before the 
reform era, all foreign exchange receipts and expenditures were under strict control of 
the central government. All exporters were required to tum over all of their foreign 
exchange receipts to the Bank of China in exchange for domestic currency. State 
Planning Commission allocated foreign exchange to importer according to an annual 
import plan. Beginning in 1980, local governments, the administrative departments and 
enterprises were permitted to retain the rights to buy back a certain proportion of their 
foreign currency earnings. Retained foreign exchange can either be used to purchase 
approved imports or be sold to others via banks before 1988 and at the foreign exchange 
adjustment or "swap" centers (FEACs) after 1988. In 1988, exporters could retain 
slightly below 100 percent of their exchange earnings and sell them freely in the FEACs 
where the prices of foreign exchange are determined by supply and demand and thus < 
higher than the official exchange rates. In 1994, a further step which unitized the official 
exchange rate and the swap market rate was adopted. Domestic traders are allowed to sell 
and buy foreign currencies with banks who have the right of dealing. Recently, a further 
improvement was announced, FDI firms are also permitted to trade with banks with 
respect to foreign currencies under items in the current account. Although there are still 
some restriction on imports, RMB has already achieved convertibility partly. By creating 
a more realistic exchange rate, China eliminated the former discrimination against 
export and increased incentive to trade. Establishment of foreign exchange retention 
system had given local governments large incentive to promote export because they were 
allowed to use their retained foreign exchange to import, which is called Ziyin Jinkou 
(self-imports) in China. This in tum stimulated capital goods import which was highly 
centralized before 1978. The share of equipment in China's imports has increased 
1 2 
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dramatically. The ratio has raised phenomenally from 25.6 per cent in early 1980s to 
44.6 per cent in 1994. In 1994, the share of capital goods which include capital 
equipment and intermediate inputs already consisted of more than 55 percent of total 
imports.ii Loosening the control of foreign exchange facilitates the diffusion of 
advanced technology embodied in imported capital goods and intermediate inputs. 
3.1.3 On the foreign investment side, reforms were designed to attract foreign capital by 
establishing an encouraging environment. A first law on Chinese-Foreign Joint Ventures 
was enacted in 1979, which defined foreign firms' rights to invest in China and to 
cooperate with Chinese counterpart]� Incentives for foreign investors were also provided 
by means of tax concession, which essentially took the form of reduced tax rate, tax 
holidays, preferential deduction conducted by local governments, and privileged access 
to input materials. Another main reform which also contributes to the inflow of foreign 
capital is loosening the control of the mobility of labor which has provided the FDI firms 
in coastal areas with large cheap labor forces. As a result, the total number of foreign 
invested firm reached 206,096 at the end of 1994 from no foreign investment at all in 
1978.13 In 1994, foreign investment constitutes 10.8 per cent of total investment in fixed < 
asset.i4 Foreign investment not only increase the capital stock in China, but also bring 
advanced technology and management practice to China. 
China's policies toward FDI have been location-based in 1980s. Preferential treatment 
given to FDI enterprises was first complemented in the four Special Economic Zones 
(SZEs) in Guangdong and Fujian in 1980 and 1981. Then these policies were extended to 
fourteen Open Coastal Cities (OCC,s) in 1984. Between 1984 to 1992, more cities were 
11 China Statistic Yearbook 1995, p539. The total imports was US$ 1156.93 billion, while the sum of 
"machinery and transport equipment" and “ chemical and related products" was 636.94. 
12 other laws include Foreign Wholly-Owned enterprises Law (1986) and Chinese -Foreign cooperative 
Enterprises Law (1988). 
13 ChinaStatistic Yearbook 1995, p558. 
14 ChinaStatistic Yearbook 1995, pl37. 
1 3 
announced as Open Cities and given preferential policies with respect to FDL The largest 
SEZs established during this period are Hainan province and Pudong New Zone in 
Shanghai. By 1993, most of China's biggest cities and many counties with a total area 
exceeding 500,000 square kilometers and population of about 300 million had confined 
preferential treatment to FDL 
In recent years, China began to deviate from previous policies which are designed to 
provide fiscal incentive to FDL Market access and the loosening control on foreign 
exchange are the new instruments on which China relies to attract FDI in the later part of 
1990s. 
3.2. Pattem of regional development in the post-1978 period 
China is a huge nation with substantial regional differentiation. The traditional regional 
classification applied by most previous studies and also used in the State's Seventh Five-
Year Plan (1986-1990) is the eastern, central and westem region. According to this 
classification, it appears that the pattem of regional development growth has not < 
changed greatly before and after 1978. Instead, it is rather stable in the post-1978 period. 
All provinces enjoyed rapid economic growth and the growth rates are very close to 
each other. Investigation on the percentage shares of GDP shows the relative positions of 
the three regions are nearly unchanged during the period from 1978 to 1994. Eastem 
region only increased its share by 3 to 4 percentage point and most of this increment was 
realized in 1990s. The shares of the central and westem provinces are very stable.^^ This 
is somewhat contradictory to the widespread perception that reform and openness have 
worsen the regional inequality in China. But if we adjust the focus and divide eastem 
region into two parts, the former core areas (Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai and Liaoning) 
which is previously highly developed areas and industry center of China, and other east 
coastal provinces which we called "the newly industrializing areas" C^IA), we will 
15 see 1.1 in graph 1. 
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discover a huge change in the pattern of regional development, that is, the rapid 
expansion of the newly industrializing areas and the stagnancy in the former core areas. 
The share of the former core areas in GDP declined by more than 5 percentage point 
while that of NIA provinces increased from 32 per cent to 45 per cent.^^ If we further 
divide the central and the westem regions into the central-north, the central-south, 
northwest and southwest, it is easy for us to find that though the emergence of NIA 
provinces is at the cost of shares of all other regions in China, the loss of the former core 
• 17 
areas is most significant. 
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Chapter 4. Data Issues and Methods of Estimation 
4.1 Data issues. 
Analysis of the very successful growth of China is difficult because the period ofreform 
and openness is relatively short and quarterly data is mostly unavailable. In order to 
overcome this difficulty and do some regional analysis, this thesis will mainly rely on 
pooled cross-section and time series data at the province level which cover most years in 
post-1978 period. Besides increasing number of observation, using panel data could also 
overcome several problems which are difficult to avoid by employing simple cross-
section data. Using fixed effect or random effect model, we could take individual effect 
into account, which is overlooked by cross-section analysis. Since there are a world of 
differences between different provinces in economic structures and large disparity in the 
level of economic development, controlling for individual effects generated by omitted 
variables (mismeasured or not observed) is necessary. Panel data could also reduce the 
18 . 
problem of multicollinearity between right-side explanatory variables. When studying 
openness and growth, this kind of problem may generally exist, for example, export and < 
foreign direct investment may have muIticollinear relationship. Besides, panel data may 
reveal some dynamics of change and thus consist of more information than cross-section 
data. Since it is widely believed that reform and openness have been changing the 
structure of Chinese economy over time, panel data allow us to construct and test more 
complicated behavioral models which could not be addressed by pure cross-section or 
time-series analysis. 
Our study employs panel data of 29 provinces for the period 1983-1994. The provincial 
level data are collected from different provincial statistical yearbooks, China Statistical 
yearbook and SSB (1990). When there are contradictions between data from provincial 
statistical yearbooks and those from China Statistical yearbook, the latter are used. 
' ' see Hsiao (1986), p2. 
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Growth rates of provincial GDP are calculated from real GDP in 1980 constant prices. 
Total exports (exports reported by provincial foreign trade and economic relation 
committee, Waimao Chukuo) are measured in dollar value. World export unit price 
index 19 for the same period are used as deflators to get the real exports. It should be 
noted, however, that the accuracy of export data may be affected by the problem of re-
routing of exports. In the Chinese system of foreign trade, the exports of a province 
usually refer to the exports of foreign trade companies (FTCs) of that province. FTCs in 
a province would procure goods produced in other provinces for export. So export data 
of one province may include products from other provinces. But generally, this problem 
is negligible when data after 1983 are employed. ^^  
The data on labor come from individual province's statistics yearbook. The simple 
averages of two successive years' end-of -year labor are used as the proxies of middle-
year labor inputs in the second year. For investment, there are two measures, one is total 
investment in fixed assets (TIFA,Quanshehui Guding Zichan Touzi). Another is_toM 
accumulation in fixed asset in national income utilized (TAFA, Guomin Shoum Guding 
Zichan Jilei E ), The former is a statistic in the System of National Accounting (SNA) < 
and the latter is a concept in the Material Product System (MPS). TAFA is only available 
for the period 1979 to 1992. Beginning in 1993, China moved away entirely from 
19 see International Financial Statistics Yearbook 1995. 
20 It is believed that two measures adopted in 1982 lessened the re-routing problem. China began to 
decentralize the right to export to local governments in 1979. Export goods were classified explicitly into 
three kinds according to the rights to handle in 1982. The first one includes some critical and important 
goods which should be handled by specified national FTCs. The second kind of goods are those goods 
over which different provinces may compete or goods that are restricted by foreign quota. These goods 
could be exported by local FTCs, but should under the coordination of specified national FTCs. The third 
kind ofgoods is goods which do not fall into above two categories. For these goods local FTCs have 
absolute freedom to handle. The autonomy to export the third kind of goods is given to all provinces rather 
than limited coastal provinces which have ports. The second measure was the modification of the foreign 
exchange retention scheme. China began to implement this scheme in 1980. All provinces could retain 
some proportion of the eamed foreign exchange. Except Guangdong and Fujian, the propotion of foreign 
currency retained was calculated based on the increment of the value of purchase for exports (Waimao 
Shougou) in term ofRMB in a province. So a province's retention of foreign currency was not affected 
by exporting on its own or via national or other provinces' FTCs. But in 1982, the calculation method was 
modified to be based on the receipts of foreign currency rather than the procurement value in RMB. These 
two measures gave individual provinces great incentives to handle exports themselves and thus reduced 
the problem ofre-routing ofexports. (For reference on these two measures in detail, see Zhong (1990)， 
ppl36-139.) 
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previous MPS statistics system and there are no statistics on accumulation in national 
income utilized any more. Because economic growth is measured by the growth rate of 
GDP rather than the growth rate of national income, so it seems more suitable to use 
TIFA as investment. 
Annual data on Foreign direct investment (FDI) were not available for most provinces 
until 1983 though China promulgated the Law on Joint Ventures in 1979. Our data were 
collected from the Almanac of China's Foreign Economic Relations and Trade and 
China Statistic Yearbook. Real FDI is obtained by deflating FDI measured in current US 
dollars by the US price index of"capital equipment". 
Xizang (Tibet) does not have some critical data so we exclude it from empirical analysis. 
Hainan became a province in 1988, data before 1988 for some variables are incomplete, 
so in most regressions we are forced to omit Hainan. Due to data limitation, we 
concentrate our analysis on the period 1983 to 1994. 
4.2 Selection of methods of estimation. < 
Because the economic growth may be affected by some omitted time-persistent 
province-specific variables, such as some unobserved or unmeasured geographic and 
cultural factors, to reduce or avoid the omitted-variable bias, we should take individual 
effect into account. One advantage of panel data over cross-section data is that individual 
effect can be considered. Generally there are two ways to account for individual province 
effect, namely fixed effect model and random effect model. The difference ofthese two 
methods lies where we place the individual effects in model specification. Fixed effect 
model accounts for the effects of those omitted variables which are specific to individual 
province by introducing a dummy variable for each province. Random effect model 
treats individual specific effect, like error term, as random variables rather than a value 
fixed constant over time. So in order to estimate random effect model GLS techniques 
1 9 
should be used. In the latter case, the effects are assumed to be not correlated with the 
exogenous variables included in the model. 
As the first step three estimation methods are applied to all regression, namely, fixed 
effect model using OLS technique (FEOLS), random effect model (RE) and plain OLS 
model which does not consider individual province effects (OLS) . As suggested in 
Judge et al. (1988) , Joint F-tests on dummy variables are employed to determine which 
model, FEOLS or plain OLS, is better. If joint F-test indicates the individual dummies 
are not jointly different from zero, we then choose the plain OLS model because it is 
adequate to assume that all intercepts are identical. If joint F-tests shows the null 
hypothesis is rejected, we then use Hausman specification test as the criterion for 
selection between FEOLS and RE model. The null hypothesis of Hausman test is that 
the individual effects embodied in error terms are not correlated with exogenous 
variables in the regression. Rejection of the null hypothesis suggests that the random 
effect model is not appropriate and we only report results of fixed effect model. If the 
义2 -value in Hausman test is lower than the critical value, both FE and RE model are 
acceptable and both results are reported. 
f. 
Because the size of province varies greatly, cross-sectional heteroskedasticity may be a 
problem when OLS methodis used. It is also very possible that intertemporal correlation 
presents in each province's time series. If heteroscedasticity does not exist, the above 
OLS estimator is a best linear unbiased and unbiased variance estimator. But if 
heteroskedasticity goes undetected, the OLS estimator will not be the best obtainable, 
and a biased variance estimator is likely to yield misleading inferences. Ifautocorrelation 
exists, the consequence is uncertain but in general, OLS procedures will be adversely 
affected. Although OLS still produces unbiased estimate for regression coefficients, the 
significance tests for estimated coefficients are invalid. So at the second step, we test for 
heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. 
2 0 
Because we simply stack the annual data of individual provinces to get our panel data 
OLS estimator, the reported Durbin-Waston test for autocorrelation and Breusch-Pagan 
Lagrange multiplier test for heteroscedasticity are not relevant. They are ordinarily 
designed for pure cross-section or time series data. We should constitute our own 
statistics based on reported residuals. We estimate the autocorrelation of the disturbance 
based on following formula,^^ 
N T N T 
r,7 ;7_1 = ( S Ee",e"-1)丨 (ZZ^v) /=1 /=21 /=1 t=\ 
where Ci represents the estimates for g；. Under the null hypothesis of no 
autocorrelation, rujt-x has a standard error NT^'^ • So if the absolute value of the 
product of ru ,7-1 and NT^'^ is bigger than 1.96, then we could reject the hypothesis of 
no intertemporal correlation at the 5 per cent significance level.^^ 




厂 \ ~f T \ N 
LM = ^Z 今 _ 1 , where s- 二 不1> ' ; , and / = ~ ^ f j i 
2 j=i ^2 i ,:i iV /=i 
The statistic has degrees of freedom o f N . If cross-sectional heteroscedasticity and intra-
group autocorrelation are found, Generalized Least Squares (GLS) is employed to refine 
the OLS estimates of those models. In our GLS estimates, cross-sectional 
heteroscedasticity(E(g^ = Q/ ) and autoregression ( g , = p,.S/’,-i+V" ) ^re assumed. 
21 George G Judge et al. (1988), pp 392-394 
22 Justin Lin (1992) uses this statistic to detect the within-group autocorrelation when he employed 
provincial-level panel data to assess the contribution of rural reforms to China's agricultural growth in the 
reform period. 
23 see William H. Green, (1993), p. 449-450 
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Because fixed effect model precludes the inclusion of variables that are time-invariant, 
we are forced to use random effect model when there is a time-invariant provincial-
specific variable, for example, the per capita income in the initial year. So in these cases, 
results ofboth random effect and plain models which do not take individual effects into 
account are reported. 
A vast recent empirical literature on economic growth have a common problem, that is, 
their results tend to be very sensitive to the precise configuration explanatory variables 
included in the regression. Levin and Renelt (1992) have shown that very few 
explanatory variables are "robust" to the inclusion of additional variables on the right-
hand side ofregressions. Small alterations in the conditioning information set will make 
the results change dramatically. To make sure our estimations are robust, we run 
regressions carefully by adding explanatory variables into regressions one by one rather 
than throwing them into regressions at the same time. 
K 
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Chapter 5. Neoclassical Growth Accounting : Bench-mark Model 
5.1 The bench-mark model. 
First we treat our model as a simplified classical production function in which labor and 
capital are the only two inputs. This traditional Solow decomposition is the starting point 
for examining the relative contribution to the rates of GDP growth of factor input growth 
and total factor productivity growth. If the Cobb-Douglas production function is 
specified, 
Y=AeL^K'-^ ⑴ 
in which 0 is the constant rate of productivity growth and a is the share of labor. After 
manipulation we could get following standard growth decomposition, 
« • • 
Z = a - + ( l - a ) - + 0 (2) 
Y L K 
^ 
Because of the lack ofreliable data on factor shares and capital stock, we decompose — 
A 
in above equation into I/Y-Y/K, investment ratio and output-capital ratio and get 
following regression equation, 
i = 0 , + a A + p ^ + s , ( 3 ) 
Yit Li, Yi, 
where P is equal to ( l - a ) Y/K, i.e. marginal product of capital. 
After arranging the production function, we could interpret the intercepts in regression 
equation as the constant growth rates or 'time trends' of productivity, though it is not a 
very strict definition because the coefficient of investment is marginal product of capital 
rather than elasticity of capital. It should be reminded that a constant output-capital ratio 
is implied in the above process of derivation. 
2 3 
5.2 Results. 
The results ofthree methods, plain OLS, FE and RE are found to be very similar though 
the joint F-test on provincial dummies and Hausman test suggest that FE models are the 
best.24 So we only report results o fFE models in Table 1. Both OLS and GLS estimation 
are reported. The intertemporal correlation of the error terms 厂““一！ is 0.27, under the 
null hypothesis of no intertemporal correlation, ru,i,-x has a standard error NT^'^ • Our 
regressions employ data o f29 provinces for 12 years, so the standard error under the null 
hypothesis is 0.053. Since 0.27 is much bigger than 0.053 time 1.96, we could conclude 
with great confidence that within-group autocorrelation exists in the error term. The 
value of Lagrangian Multiplier test equals 54.01, while at 5 per cent significance level 
the critical value of a y^ distribution with a degree of freedom of 29 is 42.55. This 
evidence indicates there exists heteroskedasticity. So the result estimated by GLS is more 
reliable. The estimated coefficients differ little from those estimated by OLS, but t-
values improve generally. 
If we force the parameter to be homogenous across all provinces and the whole time < 
period, both labor and investment recorded positive and significant contribution with 
acceptable magnitude. The labor share in China lies around 0.65. These values are little 
bit lower than those obtained for developed countries but significantly higher than those 
found in Latin American countries. Evidence for Japan, the U.K. , and the United States 
show that labor share lay in the 70 or 75 percent range?^ Romer (1989) also reports 
evidence that Japan, the U.K., and the United States had a labor share of about 60 percent 
one hundred years ago. In J. De Gregorio (1992), it is found that labor share in Latin 
American countries lies between 0.39 and 0.58. He interprets the low labor share as 
^^  For Regression 1.1 in Table 1, F-value is 2.319, with 29 and 317 degrees of freedom, rejecting the null 
hypothesis that all provincial intercept dummies arejointly similar. This test indicates fixed effect model is 
more suitable than plain model. Also, the Hausman specification test shows random effect model is not 
appropriate because the chi-squared statistic (with 2 degrees of freedom ) which equals 7.46 is highly 
significant. 
25 see Maddison (1987) and Romer (1989). 
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being explained by the existence of a larger degree of imperfect competition and 
increasing retums to scale in developing countries compared with industrialized 
economies. The highly significant coefficient of investment-GDP ratio indicates that 
investment is an important determinant of growth. 
Table 1 Bench-mark Model 
( 1 . 1 ) ( 1 - 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) — 
F E O L S F E G L S G L S G L S 
G l a b o r 0 . 6 2 7 0 . 6 5 0 . 5 2 6 0 . 5 3 7 
(2.532)* (3.386)** (2.924)** (3.121)** 
|/y 0.253 0.265 0.185 0.241 
(5.803)** (6.688)** (5.396)** (6.684广 
N I A 0 . 0 3 7 0 . 0 4 2 
(3.665)** (5.889)** 
C e n t r a l 0 . 0 0 9 
(0.902) 
W e s t 0 . 0 1 
(1.097) 
C e n t r a l - s o u t h 0 . 0 3 2 
(3.527广 
S o u t h w e s t 0 . 0 1 9 
(2.997)** 
c o n s t a n t 0 . 0 1 9 - 0 . 0 0 3 
(1.255) (-0.199) 
A 
y 0 . 2 7 
I ;7,/V-l 
L M t e s t o f h e t e r o s k e d a s t i c i t y C H i Q ( 2 9 ) = 5 4 . o 
n u m . o f o b s e r . 3 4 8 3 4 8 3 4 8 3 4 8 
R - s q u a r e A d j u s t e d 0 . 1 5 6 
B u s e R - S q u a r e — 0 . 1 4 1 0 . 0 5 9 0 . 0 9 5 
B u s e R a w - m o m e n t R - S q u a r e — 0 . 8 6 3 ~ ™ 
N o t e ： 1. Figures in parentheses are t-statistics. ** denotes significant at the 1 % level; 
* denotes significant at the 5% level; # denotes significant at 10% level. 
2. dependent variable—annual growth of real GDP; Glabor---Annual growth of labor; l "--- total investment 
in fixed asset over GDP ratio 
3. NIA: Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, Shandong, Guangdong, G u a _ and Hainan. 
Central-South: Anhui, Jiangxi, Henan, Hubei and Hunan 
Southwest: Sichuan, Guizhou, Yunnan, Shaanxi and Gansu 
4. FEOLS: fixed effect model, Ordinary least square technique used 
FEGLS: fixed effect model, Generalized least square technique used 
GLS: plain Generalized least square Model 
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The intercept is significantly positive in a model which does not take individual effect 
into account. It implies that for all provinces as a whole, there is an extra annual growth 
rate of 0.03 which could not be explained by factors inputs. These improvement in 
productivity may come from reform and openness. Since F-test indicate it is not 
appropriate to give all provinces a common intercept, we do not report this result in 
Table 1. 
Because of the presence of intertemprol correlation and heteroskedasticity, we adopt the 
GLS result to do growth decomposition. Based on the result of regression 1.2 in Table 1 
which was estimated by GLS, we do traditional neoclassical growth accounting for each 
province, using means of variables during the period 1983-1994. The result is reported 
in Table 2. There is no denying that capital accumulation was the most important factor 
contributing to the sustained growth of China. Investment plays a dominant role in 
economic growth nearly in every province. The simple average of contribution of 
investment in all provinces is 77 percent. This is consistent with the findings of existing 
studies in which capital accumulation is identified as the most important and the only 
robust element in explaining rapid growth of some developing economies.^^ The < 
contribution of productivity improvement differs greatly among provinces. For China as 
a whole, the contribution of productivity improvement to economic growth is 6.88 per 
cent.27 For NIA provinces, the average annual economic growth is found to have a 
strong positive correlation with the productivity growth. The simple average 
contribution of productivity in this region is 22 per cent. Zhejian province enjoys the 
faster productivity growth, followed by Jiansu, Fujian and Guangdong province. In 
central part of China, the situation is more diversified than common impression. For 
provinces adjacent to coastal newly industrializing provinces, such as Jiangxi, Anhui, 
Hubei and Hunan province, the contribution of productivity upgrading is high, while 
26 see Levine and Renelt (1992) as a reference. 
27 simple average. 
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T a b l e 2 
G r o w t h d e c o m p o s i t i o n , 1 9 8 2 - 1 9 9 4 
P r o v i n c e # G D P g r o w t h L a b o r I n v e s t m e n t P r o d u c t i v i t y ( 4 ) / ( 1 ) * 1 0 0 
m {^ [3] 111 15] 
C O R E 
L N @ 1 8 0 . 0 9 5 0 . 0 1 4 0 . 0 7 7 0 . 0 0 3 3 . 6 3 
S H 2 0 0 . 0 8 9 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 8 8 - 0 . 0 0 1 - 1 . 6 0 
已」 24 0.095 0.011 0.103 -0.019 -20.45 
TJ 25 0.086 0.011 0.096 -0.022 -25.21 
a v e r a g e * 0.091 0.001 0.091 -0.010 -10.70 
N I A 。 7 。 。 
ZJ 1 0.130 0.015 0.079 0.036 27.62 
j S 2 0.126 0.011 0.079 0.036 28.35 
FJ 3 0.126 0.023 0.069 0.034 26.90 
G D 4 0 . 1 4 5 0 . 0 1 8 0 . 0 9 5 0 . 0 3 2 2 2 . 2 6 
H E B 5 0 . 1 1 8 0 . 0 1 8 0 . 0 7 4 0 . 0 2 7 2 2 . 6 1 
S D 9 0 . 1 1 5 0 . 0 1 6 0 . 0 7 7 0 . 0 2 1 1 8 . 7 3 
G X 1 1 0 . 0 9 4 0 . 0 1 9 0 . 0 6 0 0 . 0 1 5 1 6 . 1 9 
H N 1 3 0 . 1 3 1 0 . 0 1 7 0 . 1 0 1 0 . 0 1 3 1 0 . 1 5 
average 0.123 0.017 0.079 0.027 21.78 
C E N T R A L _ ， c 
j X 6 0 . 1 0 1 0 . 0 1 7 0 . 0 5 7 0 . 0 2 6 2 5 . 7 9 
A H 7 0 . 1 1 0 0 . 0 2 1 0 . 0 6 4 0 . 0 2 4 2 2 . 0 8 
H U B 8 0 . 0 9 4 0 . 0 1 1 0 . 0 6 1 0 . 0 2 2 2 3 . 2 1 
H E N 1 0 0 . 1 0 6 0 . 0 2 0 0 . 0 6 8 0 . 0 1 8 1 7 . 0 0 
H U N 1 4 0 . 0 8 6 0 . 0 1 6 0 . 0 5 8 0 . 0 1 2 1 3 . 4 6 
SCaverage 0.099 0.017 0.062 0.024 20.38 
j L 1 9 0 . 0 9 4 0 . 0 2 4 0 . 0 7 1 - 0 . 0 0 1 - 0 . 9 6 
I M 2 3 0 . 0 8 6 0 . 0 1 7 0 . 0 7 9 - 0 . 0 1 0 - ” . 7 8 
S A X 2 6 0 . 0 8 3 0 . 0 1 5 0 . 0 9 1 - 0 . 0 2 4 - 2 8 . 4 7 
H U 2 7 0 0 6 4 0 . 0 1 6 0 . 0 7 5 - 0 . 0 2 6 - 4 0 . 7 7 
NC average 0.082 0.018 0.079 -0.015 -20.50 
average 0.092 0.017 0.069 0.005 2.173 
W E S T 
SC 12 0.091 0.016 0.062 0.014 15.21 
Y N 1 5 0 . 0 9 7 0 . 0 1 8 0 . 0 7 0 0 . 0 1 0 1 0 . 0 4 
G Z 1 6 0 . 0 8 7 0 . 0 2 3 0 . 0 5 7 0 . 0 0 7 8 . 0 5 
S W a v e r a g e 0.092 0.019 0.063 0.010 11.1 
G S 1 7 0 . 0 9 9 0 . 0 2 8 0 . 0 6 7 0 . 0 0 5 4 . 6 6 
S H X 2 1 0 . 0 9 2 0 . 0 1 8 0 . 0 7 5 - 0 . 0 0 2 - 2 . 1 3 
X j 2 2 0 . 1 1 0 0 . 0 1 2 0 . 1 0 4 - 0 . 0 0 6 - 5 . 0 3 
N X 2 8 0 . 0 9 3 0 . 0 2 3 0 . 1 0 2 - 0 . 0 3 2 - 3 4 . 1 1 
Q H 2 9 0 . 0 7 6 0 . 0 1 8 0 . 1 1 0 - 0 . 0 5 2 - 6 8 . 9 1 
NW a v e r a g e 0.094 0.020 0.092 -0.017 -21.104 
average 0.093 0.02 0.077 -0.007 -9.028 
N a t i o n a l A v e r a g e 0 . 1 0 1 0 . 0 1 7 0 - 0 7 8 0 . 0 0 6 ^ 
* s i m p l e a v e r a g e . # r a n k i n g o f t h e g r o w t h r a t e o f p r o d u c t i v i t y . ~ @ f o r t h e f u l l n a m e s o f t h e 
p r o v i n c e s , s e e list of symbols and abbreviations 
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other provinces far away from eastern NIA provinces have low and even negative 
contribution ofproductivity. Jiangxi，Anhui and Hunan are the poorest provinces before 
reform. This result may suggest that there is positive spillover from coastal NIA 
provinces to the near interior provinces. In western region, southwest part enjoys fme 
contribution of productivity, contrasting with the case of northwest, in which the 
productivity grows slowly or negatively. 
Our findings from simple regression shows no difference from results of proceeding 
studies. Xiao (1991) estimates the total factor productivity index for Chinese provinces 
from city-level industrial data and finds Zhejiang province enjoyed the highest TFP 
level, followed by Jiangsu and Guangdong. Tsui, Rawski and Hsueh (1995) use panel 
data at provincial level to estimate the production function of state industry and calculate 
the absolute efficiency of state industry in 29 province during 1978 to 1990. From their 
calculated efficiency level, we calculate the growth rate of absolute efficiency and find 
that Zhejiang, Jiangsu, Fujian and Guangdong recorded the greatest efficiency 
improvement. Productivity growth in Tianjin, Beijing and Liaoning was very low, 
Shanghai even recorded a productivity decline, though all of them were still the highest ^ 
relative efficient provinces in most years in 1980s. 
Our finding also sheds some light on the different regional growth patterns in China. The 
traditional division ofEast, Central and West may be very crude. Two features stand out 
with respect to regional disparity in GDP growth. First, the most salient fact ofregional 
development pattem in post -1978 period is, in the East region, the decline or slowdown 
ofthe former core area (Beijing, Tianjing, Shanghai, and Liaoning) and the emergence of 
other coastal provinces. East region could not be treated as an uniform block. The simple 
average annual growth rate of the core area is 9.1 percent, while for other east coastal 
provinces it is 12.3 percent. It seems that the extraordinary growth ofNIA comes mainly 
from efficiency improvement. The contribution of TFP to economic growth is much 
higher in NIA than that in former core area. In the former core area, Beijing, Tianjing, 
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Shanghai are the three state-administered municipalities. Because of their critical 
position in China's economy, they were highly controlled by the central government and 
the degree of local autonomy with respect to reform and openness enjoyed by other 
provinces is very limited. So they recorded zero or negative productivity growth. 
Liaoning is the traditional heavy industrial center of China and concentrated by large 
state-owned firms. Comparing the growth performance of NIA region and the former 
core area, it is clear that reform and openness which characterized by decentralization 
positively contribute to development ofprovincial economy. When the performances of 
Shanghai and Liaoning , the former, light and heavy industry center in China, are 
compared with that of the NIA provinces, it is reasonable to argue that reform and 
openness let NIA adjust their production structure in line with the pattem oftrade so that 
comparative advantage could be exploited. Second, even within the central and west 
region, it seems that provinces have different development patterns. The southern parts 
of the two regions both outperformed their northern counterparts in terms of 
improvement of efficiencies. It appears that the pattem of the contribution of 
productivity paralleled with the growth rate differentials. The southern part of the central 
region enjoy average annual growth rate of 9.94 per cent while the rate for the north is 
only 8.2 per cent. So if we want to divide China into different regions according to 
different development pattem, it is more appropriate to divide into the former core, other 
east coastal provinces O^IA), the northern and southern interior. The former core area 
includes Beijing, Tianjing, Shanghai and Liaoning. NIA stands for the other eastem 
coastal provinces which we call "newly-industrializing areas in China". In fact, when we 
add regional dummies rather than a dummy for each province in our regression, we fmd 
our classification is better. The regression 3 in Table 1 is estimated by adding intercept 
dummies according to traditional classification except for further dividing the east region 
into the former core area and NIA. In this regression the dummies for the central region 
and the western region are not significant. But when our regional classification is 
followed to enter dummies, the Buse R-square is increased and all dummies are 
significant. In fact, F-tests on the similarity of individual intercept dummies given to 
2 9 
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each provinces in fixed effect model also provide the rationale of this classification. 
This regression verifies the finding in the above growth decomposition that in China the 
NIA provinces enjoys the most rapid productivity growth, followed by the central-south 
provinces. Five southwest provinces still recorded positive productivity growth but with 
small magnitude. The rest of the provinces as a group has no efficiency improvement at 
all. 
The huge difference in the productivity growth among different regions calls for the 
study of the factors that contribute to this disparity. The controversy between 
endogenous growth theory and traditional growth theory is whether productivity is 
exogenous or its economic determinants can be identified. We plot the relationship 
between GDP growth and the contribution of productivity growth of Chinese provinces 
in Graph 2. A systematic relation is found. The fast growing provinces seem to have a 
high productivity contribution. This may imply that productivity growth is not driven by 
an exogenous process because no correlation between growth rates and contribution of 
productivity should be expected if we believe in the traditional neoclassic growth model. 
So it is important to explore the determinants of growth rate difference in China. In the < 
following chapters, we study the impacts of human capital, export, foreign direct 
investment on economic growth in detail. 
28The null hypothesis that intercept dummies are same within the central region is rejected because the F-
value which is 1.97，with 8 and317 degree offreedom, is highly significant. The F-statistics oftesting the 
homogeneity within NIA region, among five central-south provinces, and within Sichuan, Guizhou, 
Yunnan, Shaanxi and Gansu (we call ‘southwest，in Table 1) are 0.21, 0.13 and 0.236 respectively. All are 
insignificant. F-value for testing the homogeneity in the rest of the provinces, namely, former core area, 
central-north and 3 northwest is 1.33，also insignificant. These F-tests give rationale of the way ofentering 
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Chapter 6. The Contribution of Human Capital 
In Lucas (1988)，it is concluded that human capital plays a positive role in the process of 
growth due to its externality effect. Human capital could affect productivity through 
following channels: (1) as pointed out by Romer (1990)，human capital level directly 
determines the rate of domestic technological innovation; (2) as in Nelson and Phelps 
(1966), human capital stock influences the speed of absorption of technological diffusion 
from abroad. 
As the post-1978 period in China is concerned, human capital may play an important role 
in the improvement of productivity because opening-up provided many chances for 
Chinese firms to be exposed to foreign advanced technology and most reform measures 
facilitated the mechanism through which the technology could be adopted and imitated 
more rapidly. Tax reform and price reform also give enterprises in China positive 
incentives to invest in research and development (R&D), though they still lack pressure 
to do so due to the unsolved soft-budget constraint problem. But in Wei (1993a, 1994), 
it is found that human capital has no significant contribution to the difference in cross-^ 
city growth performance. Wei used initial year scientific and technical personnel-
population ratio as the measure ofhuman capital. His cross-section data may not contain 
muchinformation about the dynamic change of the role ofhuman capital. Following Wei 
(1993a), we place the same statistics ofscientific and technical personnel (STP, Kexuen 
Jishu Renyuansu) as the measure of human capital in the regression function 3 in 
Chapter 5.^ ^ Because we only have data of scientific and technical personnel in the state-
owned sector, we build three indices to measure the human capital stock in the whole 
society. The first (Humanl) is the ratio of STP over the number of employees in the 
state-owned sector, which may overstate the human capital stock because it is believed 
29 Annual data on one popular measures ofhuman capital in recent empirical works, such as education 
attainment or the average schooling years of labor force are generally unavailable. Although it is easy to 
obtain annual school enrollment rates, as discussed in Wei (1993a)，our STP data may be a more direct 
measure ofhuman capital because it is a stock rather than a flow variable. 
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that a large proportion of STP belongs to the state-owned sector. The second and the 
third (Human2 and Human3) indices are the ratios of STP over total number of 
employees in the whole society and over population respectively. These two measures 
may understate the human capital stock in the society. Although we could not measure 
the accurate human capital due to data limitation, we have the upper and lower bound of 
human capital level. So it is not informative to make inference from our estimates. As 
expected, inter-group heteoscedasticity and intra-group autocorrelation exist. So we also 
use GLS techniques to reestimate these regressions. The results are not different 
significantly. Both OLS and GLS results are reported in Table 3. 
Table 3. Human Capital and Economic Growth (1983-1994): Overall Assessment 
( 1 . 1 ) ( 1 . 2 ) ( 2 . 1 ) ( 2 . 2 ) ( 3 . 1 ) ( 3 . 2 ) — 
F E O L S F E ^ “ F E O L S F E G L S ~ F E O L S ” F E G L S 
G i a b o r 0 . 9 7 4 0 . 8 0 5 0 . 8 1 1 0 . 7 0 4 0 . 8 2 9 0 . 7 1 5 
(3.825)** (3.826)** (3.160)** (3.437)** (3.218)** (3.492广 
1/y 0.215 0.238 0.223 0.243 0.22 0.242 
( 4 . 9 3 6 ) * * ( 6 . 0 1 7 r ( 4 . 9 4 9 * * ) ( 6 . 0 3 6 ) * * ( 4 . 8 6 9 ) * * ( 5 . 9 7 9 ) * * 
H u m a n 1 0 . 2 7 8 0 . 2 1 
( 3 . 8 2 5 ) * * ( 3 . 5 3 4 ) * * 
H u m a n 2 0 . 7 3 3 0 . 5 9 5 
, ( 2 . 4 8 4 ) * ( 2 . 1 7 7 ) * 
H u m a n 3 1 . 5 2 8 1 . 2 4 3 
( 2 . 5 7 9 ) * * ( 2 . 2 1 4 ) * 
丫 0.2 0.264 0.264 
L M t e s t o f h e t e r o s k e d a s t i c i t y CHIQ(29)=49.673- CHIQ(29)=50.177** CHIQ(29)=50.751** 
n u m . o f o b s e r . 3 4 8 3 4 8 3 4 8 3 4 8 3 4 8 3 4 8 
R - s q u a r e A d j u s t e d 0 . 2 0 . 1 6 9 0 . 1 7 1 
B u s e R - S q u a r e 0 . 1 7 7 0 . 1 4 6 0 . 1 4 9 
B u s e R a w - m o m e n t R - S q u a r e 0 . 8 7 5 0 - 8 6 3 0 . 8 6 5 
N o t e ： 1. Figures in parentheses are t-statistics. ** denotes significant at the 1 % level; 
* denotes significant at the 5% level; # denotes significant at 10% level. 
2. dependent variable—annual growth of real GDP; Glabor--Annual growth of labor 
lA'—total investment in fixed asset over GDP ratio; 
Human1-scientific and technical personnel in state-owned sector over total employees in state-owned sector 
- Human2-scientific and technical personnel in state-owned sector over total employees in society 
Human3-scientific and technical personnel in state-owned sector over population 
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When the three variables are added into the benchmark regression respectively, all are 
significantly positive. Including human capital improves the fitness and explanatory 
power ofour estimation, as showed by the increased adjusted R-square. Among the three 
estimated coefficients, 'Humanl ' has the lowest and 'Human3' has the largest value. It is 
understandable because 'Humanl' overstates the capital stock value, this kind of 
overstatement is more serious for the less-developed provinces because in those 
provinces there are less proportions of STP in the non-state sectors. When human capital 
differentials between the less-developed provinces and the advanced provinces are 
understated due to measure error, the coefficient of 'Humanl, is expected to be low. 
If we allow the coefficient of human capital in above regression to vary across different 
provinces, some interesting results are revealed behind the mask of simply pooling all 
data in a slope-invariant regression. Strictly, we should give each province a dummy to 
account for the structure difference. But since the time period is relative short in our 
studies and more importantly, since we want to analyze the regional development pattem 
rather than individual province's performance, the common features in a region rather 
than difference in detail is our interest, so we only add regional dummies. We do two < 
exercises based on different regional classification. First, the traditional method, by 
which China is divided into three regions--the East, the Central and the West, is 
followed to enter slope dummies. We make a little change and further divide the East 
into the former core area and the newly industrializing area O^IA) just as what we do in 
last chapter. Thus, in the first method dummies are given with respect to human capital 
to Beijing, Tianjing, Shanghai and Liaonig as a whole (the former core areas), other 
eastem provinces G^IA), central provinces and westem provinces respectively. The 
results are presented in Table 4. Following this classification , we find for the three 
measures of STP ratio, all are insignificant in most provinces of China except in NIA 
region. It seems human capital only contributes to economic growth in the newly 
industrializing region. In western, central region and the former core area, as the 
3 4 
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Table 4. Human Capital and Economic Growth : Regional Ana lys is 
( T r a d i t i o n a l R e g i o n a l C l a s s i f i c a t i o n ) 
( 1 . 1 ) ( 1 2 ) ( 2 . 1 ) ( 2 . 2 ) ( 3 . 1 ) ( 3 . 2 ) 
F E O L S F E G L S F E O L S F E ^ F E O L S F E G L S 
G l a b o r 0 . 9 6 0 . 7 6 3 0 . 8 8 9 0 . 7 2 2 0 . 9 1 6 0 . 7 4 1 
(3.948)* (3.860)** (3.640)* (3.657)** (3.744广 (3.747)* 
| / V 0 1 9 9 0 . 2 1 6 0 . 2 0 5 0 . 2 1 6 0 . 1 9 8 0 . 2 1 6 
(4.316)* (5.474)** (4.355)** (5.497)** (4.174)** (5.307)** 
H u m a n 1 0 . 1 0 4 0 . 0 4 7 
(1.444) (0.766) 
H u m a n 2 0 . 2 6 1 0 . 1 7 1 
(0.881) (0.624) 
H u m a n 3 0 - 4 8 4 0 . 3 0 6 
( 0 . 8 1 4 ) ( 0 . 5 3 8 ) 
H u m a n 1 * D 1 0 . 5 8 5 0 . 6 2 5 
(4.619)** (5.551)** 
U|iman9*D1 4.232 3.838 
Humanz U1 (5.2ior (5.056)** 
H i i m a n V m 7 . 9 5 9 7 . 5 4 3 
H u m a n 3 D 1 ( 5 . 3 3 9 ) - ( 5 . 3 4 3 ) * * 
Y " , " - i 0 2 3 3 0 . 2 4 0 . 2 4 4 
L M t e s t 0 f CHIQ(28)= CH|Q(28)= CHg(2*8*)= 
52.44** 50.76** 52.8 
h e t e r o s k e d a s t i c i t y 
n u m . o f o b s e r . 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 
R - s q u a r e ^ 0 . 2 4 0 - 0 . 2 2 3 - - 0 . 2 4 1 — 
A d j u s t e d . 州 
B u s e R - S q u a r e 一 0 . 2 6 0 一 0 . 2 1 5 一 0 . 2 2 3 
B u s e R a w _ 。 。 仁 
- m o m e n t R - _ 0 . 8 9 3 _ 0 . 8 8 4 _ 0 . 8 8 5 
S q u a r e 
N o t e ： 1. Figures in parentheses are t-statistics. ** denotes significant at the 1% level; * denotes significant 
at the 5% level; # denotes significant at the 10% level. 
2. Dependent variable-annual growth of real GDP; GIabor-annual growth of labor; l /Y-investment over GDP ratio, 
Human1-3, scientific and technical personnel ratio; 
D1-- equals 1 for NIA provinces, 0 for other provinces. 
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economic growth is concerned, it does not matter whether a province has large or small 
skilled labor force. An explanation for this result is in these provinces, because the 
mobility of skilled worker is very low due to the rigid personnel system, skilled labor is 
not efficiently employed. But in NIA, human capital does contribute positively to 
economic growth. This may be attributed to the loosening control of previous rigid 
personnel systems in NIA provinces and the rapid growth of the non-state-owned sectors 
in which employees are hired and fired freely. The finding that in NIA provinces human 
capital plays a positive role in the process of economic growth may provide an 
explanation to the result reported in Chapter 5 that NIA provinces have superior growth 
in productivity. 
Through growth accounting we found the southern parts of central China and the 
southwest, such as Jianxi and Sichuan provinces, like NIA, also recorded high efficiency 
improvement. So it is reasonable to ask whether or not their rapid growth of TFP could 
be also explained by the accumulation of human capital. In the second approach, 
deviating from the traditional classification, we set dummies for the former core area, 
NIA, the southern parts of central China (SC), the northern provinces of the central < 
region, the northwest, and the southwest. Before estimation, we run a regression in 
which a dummy on human capital is given to each province and use F-tests to verify the 
eligibility of our method of regional classification. Taken jointly, the coefficients of 
various measures of human capital for provinces in nearly each region we specified are 
not significantly different from each other. So it is eligible to use this classification and it 
also shows the superiority of our new classification.]� 
30The null hypothesis that coefficients on Humanl are same across all provinces is rejected because the 
F-value which is equal to 4.056，with 27 and 305 degrees offreedom, is highly significant. The F-statistics 
oftesting the homogeneity ofHumanl within NIA region, among five central-south provinces, and across 
Sichuan, Guizhou, Yunnan three southwestern provinces are 0.65, 0.32 and 0.26 respectively. All are 
insignificant. F-value for testing the homogeneity in other regions, namely, the former core area, central-
north and the northwest are 0.83，0.3 and 2.8 respectively. Except the northwest, they are also 
insignificant. 
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When these dummies are entered into regressions, now it is found the coefficient of 
3 1 
human capital is also significantly positive for the SC provinces. But the dummy 
variable for the southwest, where we also fmd there exists growth ofproductivity, is not 
significantly different from zero in our fixed effect and GLS model. Dummies for the 
former core area, the northern part of the central region are insignificant. So we only 
enter dummies for NIA and SC in our final specification.^^ As revealed by the results 
presented in Table 5 , it is found that for "Humanl", the partial contribution is 0.64 in 
NIA, while in SC provinces, it is 0.46. For “Human 3”，the estimated coefficient is 7.45 
in NIA and 5.3 in SC provinces. It seems that our estimates are robust because the above 
results indicate that for nearly all measures of human capital the partial association 
between human capital and economic growth in SC provinces is close to 70 percent of 
that in NIA provinces. So we could conclude at this step that part of extraordinary 
growth ofproductivity in NIA and SC could be explained by the accumulation ofhuman 
capital in those provinces. 
Although in fixed effect model we do not find human capital positively correlated with 
economic growth in the southwest provinces, in plain GLS models, we do fmd in these < 
provinces some measures of human capital have a positive effect. If dummies for 
"Humanl" are given to NIA, SC and three southwest provinces (ddl, dd2 and dd3 in 
Regression in Table 5) ^^ we also fmd dummies for three southwest provinces significant 
positive, but F-tests indicate that we should give an intercept dummy to each province?^ 
In our growth accounting in last chapter, Gansu and Shaanxi enjoyed the highest growth 
of productivity among the northwest provinces. When we give a dummy for human 
31 see results in Table 5. F-test for the homogeneity of the provincial intercept dummies, Hausman test, 
within-group autocorrelation and Largrangian Multiplier test for heteroskedasticity legitimize the fixed 
effect and GLS model. 
32 F-test shows it is suitable to treat Humanls in the former core area, the northern part ofcentral China 
and the southwest as a homogenous variable since the F-statistic equals 0.72, with 11 and 305 degrees of 
freedom, being highly insignificant. 
“ s e e Regression 3-4 in Table 5. 
34 The F-statistic is 1.45, significant at 5% level with 27 and 303 degrees offreedom. 
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capital to three southeast, and Gansu and shaanxi as a whole (dd4)^^ now it is found 
plain GLS models are acceptable because the F-tests indicate the homogeneity of 
intercepts in all these regressions.^^ 
Through comparing two approaches of entering slope dummies, it seems traditional 
classification of regional economies is very crude. Following general impression or 
convention may be misleading or miss some important information. 
In the above regression we allow measures ofhuman capital level to affect technological 
progress, or growth oftotal factor productivity. Hence, human capital is introduced as a 
productivity determinant rather than entering on its own as a factor of production. If 
37 
human capital is treated as an ordinary input as adopted by some empirical work，the 
growth rate of human capital rather than the level of human capital stock should enter 
into our specification in which the dependent variable is growth rate ofGDP. 
We also follow this alternative approach and use the growth rate of STP as a proxy of 
growth of human capital, the coefficient is positive but not significant even for NIA * 
provinces. So we do not report the result. This finding is consistent with results of studies 
using cross-country data. Benhabib and Spiegel (1994) find human capital stocks in 
levels, rather than their growth rates, determine economic growth. They run the 
specification implied by a standard Cobb-Douglas production function which treat 
human capital as a factor and find that the growth of human capital fails to enter 
significantly as a determinant of economic growth. 
35 F-test shows, as the role ofhuman capital is concerned, Shaanxi and Gansu are like the southwest 
provinces and significantly different from other northwest provinces, for example, the F statistic for testing 
the hypothesis that humanl are homogeneous in five northwest provinces is 2.8. With 4 and 305 degree of 
freedom, this high value rejects the null hypothesis. F value, which equals 0.237 with 4 and 305 degree of 
freedom' shows we could not reject the null hypothesis that humanl are similar across three southwestern 
provinces and Shaanxi and Gansu. 
36 For Regression 4 in Table 5, the F-statistic value oftesting the homogeneity of the intercepts across all 
28 provinces is 1.29, not significant even at 15% level. 
37 e.g. Mankiw, Romer, and Weil (1992) 
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Table 5 Human Capital and Economic Growth : Regional Analys is 
( N e w r e g i o n a l c l a s s i f i c a t i o n ) 
( 1 . 1 ) ( 1 . 2 ) ( 2 . 1 ) ( 2 . 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) 
F E O L S ~ F E ^ ~ F B O L S ~ F E G L S “ G L S G L S 
G l a b o r 0 . 9 6 5 0 . 7 8 7 0 . 9 5 3 0 . 7 7 8 0 . 7 7 6 0 . 7 0 1 
(3.979)** (4.018)** (3.903广（3.944)** (4.273广（3.968)** 
1 / V 0 2 0 4 0 . 2 2 2 0 . 2 0 3 0 . 2 2 3 0 . 2 2 9 0 . 2 4 1 
(4.436)** (5.696)** (4.308广（5.526广(6.578)** (6.783广 
H u m a n 1 0 . 0 3 1 - 0 . 0 0 6 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 1 1 
( 0 . 3 8 9 ) ( - 0 . 0 9 1 ) ( 0 . 8 4 7 ) ( 0 . 1 8 9 ) 
H u m a n 3 0 . 1 - 0 - 0 4 7 
(0.161) (-0.081) 
H u m a n * d d 1 0 . 6 1 3 0 . 6 3 8 7 . 9 0 1 7 . 4 5 3 0 . 3 5 9 0 . 3 9 
(4.793)** (5.620)** (5.441)** (5.373)** (7.616)** (7.718)** 
H u m a n * d d 2 0 . 4 0 6 0 . 4 5 5 4 . 7 9 5 . 3 0 . 2 7 9 0 . 3 1 3 
( 2 . 2 3 2 ) * ( 2 . 5 5 ) * ( 2 . 3 2 9 ) * ( 2 . 4 8 3 ) * ( 3 . 7 8 7 ) * * ( 4 . 0 8 9 ) * * 
H u m a n * d d 3 0 - 1 1 4 
( 1 . 9 6 ) * 
H u m a n * d d 4 二 ) * 
Y 0 . 2 2 4 0 . 2 3 4 
L M ^ t o f h e t e r o s k e d a s t i c i t y = ^ 2 , = Z T ^ " S f 8 ) = 
n u m . o f o b s e r . 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 
R - s q u a r e A d j u s t e d 0 . 2 4 4 0 . 2 3 5 
B u s e R - S q u a r e … 0 . 2 7 … 0 . 2 4 1 0 . 1 6 1 0 . 1 6 5 
B u s e R a w - m o m e n t R - S q u a r e — 0 . 8 9 7 — 0 . 8 9 1 _ -
N o t e ： 1. Figures in parentheses are t-statistics. ** denotes significant at the 1% level; * denotes significant at the 5% 
level; 
#denotessignificantatthe10o/olevel. rnDr��i«. 
2. Dependent variable-annual growth of real GDP; Glabor-annual growth of labor; IA'- investment over GDP ratio, 
Human1-3, scientific and technical personnel ratio; 
dd1— equals 1 for NIA provinces, 0 for other provinces; dd2-- equals 1 for SC provinces, 0 for other provinces 
dd3-- equals 1 for three southwest provinces, 0 for other provinces; d d 4 - equals 1 for three southwest and Shannxi 
and Gnasu as a whole, 0 for other provinces. 
Human*dd(1"4)---- dummy variables for various measures of human capital different regions. 
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By a first look at the data presented in Table 6, the differences in human capital level 
among different regions are very minor. Measured by ratios of STP over total population, 
the former core areas are endowed the biggest level ofhuman capital. Neither NIA or SC 
provinces have extraordinary human capital level if they are compared with other 
provinces. Some northern provinces even have higher levels ofhuman capital than their 
southern counterparts. For example, the northern provinces of the central have higher 
average STP -population ratio region than NIA and SC provinces in both the beginning 
and the end years of the period studied. Another measure, the education attainment, or 
the average schooling years of the labor force which is employed popularly as a proxy of 
human capital by recent empirical works on economic growth,^^ also shows the same 
pattem of regional distribution of human capital. Measured by the average education 
received by the labor force, the northern provinces of the central also exceeds NIA and 
SC provinces and it seems in the West, workers in the northern part on average are better 
educated than that in the southem part. Why similar human capital levels in different 
regions contribute in distinct manners to economic growth? 
An explanation is that in some provinces skilled labor is not employed efficiently. Rigid < 
personnel system blocks the free movement oflabor, especially skilled labor, both within 
and between provinces. If skilled labor is allowed to migrated freely, the contribution of 
human capital in different regions would be expected to converge. It is widely believed 
that foreign investment in NIA provinces brings not only advanced technology but also 
efficient management practice, especially management in personnel and the utilization of 
human resources. In fact, the absorption ofhuman capital by foreign invested firms helps 
to reduce the redundancy problem ofhuman capital in state-owned sector. 
According to recent empirical studies on LDCs, it is believed that human capital is a 
necessary but not a sufficient condition to achieve rapid economic growth. Due to the 
38 Since China only conducted two population survey during the period covered, one was in 1982, another 
in 1990. We do not have annual data which could be used to do panel analysis. For reference on education 
attainment, see Barro and Lee (1993). 
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low ability of R&D in LDCs, most successflil economies benefit from introducing 
foreign advanced technology. So openness which provides various channels through 
which technology is diffused may play an important role in the process of economic 
growth, and particularly in productivity upgrading. In order to understand the disparity of 
regional productivity growth in China comprehensively, we should examine the impact 
of openness. In following two chapters, the contribution of export and foreign direct 




T a b l e 6 H u m a n C a p i t a l S t o c k i h E a c h P r o v i n c e 
P r o v i n c e s S c i e n t i f i c a n d T e c h n i c a l P e r s o n n e l E d u c a t i o n A t t a i n m e n t 
n u m b . ( 1 0 t h o u s a n d ) r a t i o * 
1 9 8 3 1 9 9 4 1 9 8 3 1 9 9 4 1 9 8 2 1 9 9 0 
C O R E 
B J @ 3 6 . 1 6 7 2 . 1 0 0 . 0 3 9 0 . 0 6 4 0 . 6 3 0 0 . 7 0 6 
T J 1 6 . 5 0 3 7 . 4 4 0 . 0 2 1 0 . 0 4 0 0 . 5 6 6 0 . 6 3 2 
L N 4 2 . 9 0 1 0 9 . 1 3 0 . 0 1 2 0 . 0 2 7 0 . 5 1 2 0 . 5 9 6 
S H 3 1 . 7 6 5 7 . 3 8 0 . 0 2 7 0 . 0 4 2 0 . 6 2 9 0 . 6 8 9 
average# 31.83 89.01 0.025 0.043 0.584 0.656 
N I A 
H E B 3 1 . 6 8 8 2 . 1 9 0 . 0 0 6 0 . 0 1 3 0 . 4 2 3 0 . 4 6 7 
J S 3 3 . 9 9 1 0 8 . 0 6 0 . 0 0 6 0 . 0 1 5 0 . 4 0 6 0 . 5 1 2 
Z J 1 7 . 3 6 5 7 . 2 5 , 0 . 0 0 4 0 . 0 1 3 0 . 3 9 8 0 . 4 7 3 
F J 1 4 . 6 0 4 4 . 9 5 0 . 0 0 6 0 . 0 1 4 0 . 3 5 3 0 . 4 5 8 
S D 3 3 . 9 2 1 1 8 . 5 4 0 . 0 0 4 0 . 0 1 4 0 . 3 7 9 0 . 4 6 8 
G D 2 8 . 9 0 9 0 . 2 0 0 . 0 0 5 0 . 0 1 3 0 . 4 7 2 0 . 5 0 4 
G X 1 9 . 0 4 5 7 . 8 5 0 . 0 0 5 0 . 0 1 3 0 . 3 9 2 0 . 4 6 8 
H N n a 9 . 5 9 n . a . 0 . 0 1 3 n . a . 0 . 4 6 6 
average 25.64 71.08 0.005 0.014 0.403 0.477 
C E N T R A L 
S A X 1 9 . 3 8 5 6 . 6 7 0 . 0 0 7 0 . 0 1 9 0 . 4 5 5 0 . 5 1 0 
I M 1 5 . 9 4 4 1 . 6 5 0 . 0 0 8 0 . 0 1 8 0 . 4 0 3 0 . 4 9 3 
j L 2 2 . 1 6 6 2 . 3 7 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 2 4 0 . 4 7 7 0 . 5 7 0 
H L J 3 3 . 5 6 8 4 . 0 4 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 2 3 0 . 4 6 9 0 . 5 5 0 
NC average 22.76 61.18 0.009 0.021 0.451 0.531 
A H 2 0 . 2 5 6 1 . 5 2 0 . 0 0 4 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 3 1 0 0 . 4 0 1 
j X 18.70 51.25 0.006 0.013 0.361 0.454 
H E N 3 2 . 0 8 9 0 . 5 1 0 . 0 0 4 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 3 7 9 0 . 4 7 7 
H U B ' 3 6 . 7 6 9 7 . 1 8 0 . 0 0 8 0 . 0 1 7 0 . 4 1 9 0 . 4 9 4 
H U N 2 8 . 3 4 7 9 . 1 9 0 . 0 0 5 0 . 0 1 2 0 . 4 2 8 0 . 4 9 0 
SC average 27.22 75.93 0.005 0.013 0.379 0.463 
W E S T 
S C 5 4 . 2 9 1 4 2 . 0 2 0 . 0 0 5 0 . 0 1 3 0 . 3 7 8 0 . 4 6 0 
G Z 1 5 . 1 3 4 1 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 5 0 . 0 1 2 0 . 2 7 2 0 . 3 6 6 
Y N 1 6 . 9 0 5 3 . 6 3 0 . 0 0 5 0 . 0 1 4 0 . 2 6 5 0 . 3 5 4 
SWaverage 28.77 78.88 0.005 0.013 0.305 0.393 
S H X 2 7 . 0 6 5 9 . 1 0 0 . 0 0 9 0 . 0 1 7 0 . 4 1 2 0 . 4 6 8 
G S 1 3 . 5 2 3 5 . 6 7 0 . 0 0 7 0 . 0 1 5 0 . 3 1 2 0 . 3 8 5 
QH 4.36 9.73 0.011 0.021 0.298 0.381 
N X 3 . 5 2 1 0 . 7 7 0 . 0 0 9 0 . 0 2 1 0 . 3 1 1 0 . 4 3 1 
X J 1 5 . 3 9 4 2 . 4 3 0 . 0 1 2 0 . 0 2 6 0 . 3 7 6 0 . 4 9 9 
NW average 12.77 31.54 0.010 0.020 0.342 0.433 
* as a percentage of populat ion # s imple average @ for the full names of the 
p r o v i n c e s , s e e the list of symbols and abbreviations. 
Sources: Scienti f ic and technical personnel f rom China Statistical Yearbook, var ious issues 
Educat ion at ta inment, Author 's calculat ion 
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C h a p t e r 7 . E x p o r t a n d E c o n o m i c G r o w t h 
i i ^ s ^ i s ^ i ^ ^ r ^ ^ i B d ^ L ^ ^ ® ^ ^ ^ ® ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
, a inTab le6 i t seemstha t theaveragegrowthra tesof 
By f . s t looking at t . e data presented in Table，如虹 ^^ ^ 产 ！ 麟 except for the former 
e _ d _ g - covered 卩 ^ : : : : one ^ i t a v e . . e annual g r o _ . On 
core areas, Hebei and N.ngx.a which only ^^ 加^ 一 e..aord.nary perfonnance in 
― ， . P — - d : : : — 一 一 
e _ g r o _ . l n f a C Sanx . : h � 站.pon-ODP • . — 
. . . h e . g r o w t ^ - e s o f e x p o n t . a n a l l S C p . t i o s 触 other 
. e f o _ 0 0 . . e a s and 嫩 P _ m c e s & : : 咖 办 . B u t the _ 
— 一 , 二 : 二 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Shares in SC provmces are ^ .^  seexns hard to link the supenor 
: : : : : : : : :一一 
1 2 ^ ^ ^ P ^ i U r o 3 ^ t l " ^ ^ ^ d " ^ ^ ^ 
. . 抓 export augmented product ion 
F o U _ n g B a l _ ( _ ) , d T y l e r ( _ ) , w e s _ a n e x p 
function, 
(4) 
K' - ‘ ^L'，《"，f) t (咖 ) . L is labor inputs; K . cap.al stock as 
• r e V is . e real . o s s d o . e s . c . 0 - 0 0 ^ 。 邮 崎 p _ t e r s . Reasons 
stated in p .v ious c _ e r s ; X is real expon and 咖 脚 侧 叫 ？ 抓 
细 . c . . . 一 in . e product ion ^ c _ ： 你 ^ . e . s . . e . 
。 — — 一 一 : ： ; ： b e n - _ 一 ， 
_ have _ _ W e advantages. Thus 二 _ 一 
. . . U U u s . a t e d b y A d a . S . i t . . s a s o u r c e o f p r o d u c U 
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T a b l e 7 E x p o r t P e r f o r m a n c e o f E a c h P r o v i n c e s 
P r o v i n c e s A v e r a g e a n n u a l g r o w t h E x p o r t S h a r e ( % ) 
o f r e a l e x p o r t 1 9 8 3 - 1 9 9 4 ( % ) V ^ ^ 9 8 3 
C O R E A R E A 
B J @ 8 . 9 1 2 . 3 4 . 9 
T J 2 . 7 2 0 . 4 1 7 . 7 
L N 2 . 3 1 6 . 4 1 7 . 2 
S H 6 . 1 2 8 . 4 1 5 . 8 
average 5 19.38 13.9 
N I A 
H E B 7 . 8 7 . 2 4 . 4 
J S 1 5 . 2 1 3 . 7 4 . 7 
Z J 1 8 . 6 1 4 . 6 4 . 0 
F J 2 4 . 0 3 0 . 2 4 . 9 
S D 1 0 . 7 1 1 . 6 6 . 4 
G D 2 3 . 7 6 8 . 4 1 0 . 2 
G X 1 1 . 2 8 . 0 3 . 9 
H N 3 0 . 7 1 8 . 4 0 . 8 
average 17.74 21.51 4.91 
C E N T R A L 
S A X 2 3 . 2 4 . 7 0 . 3 
I M 1 6 . 0 5 . 4 0 . 9 
J L 2 1 . 1 1 2 . 9 1 . 7 
H L J 1 8 . 0 7 . 0 1 . 5 
NC average 19.58 7.5 1.1 
A H 1 6 . 7 5 . 3 1 . 3 
J X 1 3 . 9 6 . 4 2 . 3 
H E N 1 3 . 7 4 . 5 1 . 3 
H U B 1 2 . 9 6 . 9 2 . 4 
H U N 1 1 . 9 7 . 1 2 . 4 
SC average 13.82 6.04 1.94 
5 
W E S T 
S C 2 4 . 8 5 . 1 0 . 5 
G Z 1 9 . 4 4 . 4 0 . 6 
Y N 1 6 . 0 5 . 8 1 . 5 
SW average 20.1 5.1 0.87 
S H X 2 5 . 0 、 8 . 9 0 . 7 
G S 1 6 . 1 5 . 1 0 . 8 
QH 18.7 5.5 0.9 
N X 6 . 2 5 . 0 2 . 3 
X J 1 3 . 8 5 . 3 1 . 9 
NC average 15.96 5.96 1_^ 
Sources: Calculated by author. @ f o r t h e f u l l n a m e s o f t h e p r o v i n c e s , s e e the list of 
symbols and abbreviations. 
Note: export share is the ratio of real export over real GDP. Real export-weighted effect ive 
exchange rates of China are used to convert dol lar value of exports into RMB. For detai ls on the 
method of calculat ing export shares, see sect ion 7.3. 
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expansion also leads to resources reallocation, which generate only static gains but could 
also be reflected in increasing in total factor productivity as long as the process of 
resources reallocation continuos. As argued by Page (1994), TFP growth for low- and 
middle- income economies will also contain an element of allocative efficiency, in 
contrast to the cases of high-income countries in which most of the estimated TFP 
growth is due to technical progress. Second, large demand in the world market make it 
is possible to realize the economies of scale and increasing capacity utilization. Although 
economies ofscale and capacity utilization are static gains, but when factor accumulation 
and leaming-by-doing is concerned, export demand may be critical in the process of 
taking off because domestic demand is very limited. Third, increasing export could 
reduce the problem of foreign exchange bottleneck and facilitate the transferring of 
technology and idea embodied in imported goods (capital goods, such as intermediate 
goods and equipment and even final consumption goods) and non-embodied human 
capital . Fourth, export to world market, especially to developed countries, could help 
exporters adopt and master international best-practice technology through international 
technology spillover and trade-induced learning by doing. Exports overcome some 
imperfection in knowledge market through many mechanisms, such as information from < 
customers, export-oriented direct foreign investment, thus could help adopt and master 
advanced technology. Fifth, there exists much spill-over or externality from trade or 
external sector to domestic sector. For example, it is estimated one third of Guangdong's 
manufacturing goods are sold in other provinces' markets in which Shanghai's goods 
dominate before 1978 because of their high quality. It is undoubtedly that domestic 
production sector in Guangdong has received benefits dispersed from the export sector, 
for instance, product designs. Finally, increasing competition faced in the world market 
will help to improve X-efficiency which is absent in most economies in which tariffs and 
other protection encourage entrepreneurial slack. In fact, including export as another 
factor is to capture the export induced productivity gains which would not reflected in 
labor and capital. For the sake of distinguishing export's contribution to improvement in 
4 5 
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TFP from other sources, our model treats export as a supply-side factor rather than a kind 
of demand. 
Taking the total derivative in (4) and divided by y , yields 
i = B 4 - M r . A + M _ L ^ + M L Z (5) 
y _ P O ^L|L L dK/K K dX/X X 
Since it is difficult to measure the capital stock for every province due to data limitation, 
we manipulate ^ ? ^ - - equal to — - - a n d assume K equals investment I, then we could 
dK/ K K dK K 
get the following estimation equation, 
| = Po + P i | + ^ | + P 3 f + ^^  (6) 
where - is the ratio of gross investment to GDP and i^ is the error term, Pi and P3 are 
r 
^ 
elasticity ofoutput with respect to labor and export, a � is the marginal product ofcapital. 
Note that there is an implicit assumption of a constant capital-output ratio in the above 
equation. 
The results are presented in table 8. Because F-test and Hausman specification show we 
should take individual effect into account and random effect models are invalid, so we 
only report the results estimated by fixed effect model. Since Lagrange Multiplier tests 
are significant at least at 5 per cent level and intertemproal correlation is larger than the 
critical value^^ it seems GLS results are more reliable than OLS results. When export 
growth is added, Buse Raw-moment R-square increases significantly. In FEGLS model, 




it rises from 0.14 in regression 1.2 in Table 1 to 0.196 in regression 1.2 in Table 8. As a 
whole, we find growth of exports positively contributes to economic growth in China. 
With other factors controlled, if exports are increased by 10 per cent, the economy will 
grow by approximately 0.57 per cent. 
We then do regional analysis to see whether or not exports play different roles in 
different regions. Following the traditional approach of regional classification, the 
estimated coefficient of export growth in NIA is much greater than that in other 
provinces. In regression 3.1 and 3.2 in table 8, the estimated differentials (Gexp*Dl) are 
close to 0.1. A 10 per cent increase in the growth rate of exports appears to be associated 
with a 1.5 per cent increase in the growth rate of GDP. Controlling for other inputs, 
eastem newly-industrializing provinces enjoy more benefits from the same speed of 
export expansion than the rest of China. Considering the rapid growth of export in the 
eastem provinces, the contribution of export on economic growth is very noticeable. In 
regression 4.1 to 12 we also incorporate various measures ofhuman capital which we 
have discussed in last chapter to check the robustness. In OLS model, the estimated 
coefficients of Gexp*Dl became insignificant when two STP ratios are entered. But in < 
GLS model, they are still significantly positive. Since the diagnostic tests show GLS 
models are more suitable, we could conclude that exports have a much bigger impact on 
economic growth in NIA provinces than in other provinces. The estimated coefficients of 
various measures of human capital also do not differ in nature from that reported in the 
last chapter, showing that the latter is robust. The fact that export has different 
coefficients between provinces which have huge improvement in efficiency and 
provinces with relatively modest efficiency gain indicates that openness acts as an 
important, and maybe the main role in the determination of different performance of 
economic growth. It seems from this crude regional analysis that we have found some 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I„ the second step. we estimate the model m which the exports dummies are entered J 
according to our new regional classification. To justify this approach, we use F-test to 
verify the correction of our specification. Based on a regression in wWch a dunnny is 
g.ven to each province's export, F-test rejects the null hypothesis that the coefficients for 
, n provinces are the same. F-test reveals that the slopes are homogeneous across all NIA 
p,ovinces except Hebe, provinces. The san,e homogeneity exists within nearly all 
economic blocks, namely, the fonner core area, the southem part of central China (SC) 
- t h e southwest, _ n g the northwest, h o _ e _ is rejected. But when N _ a 
and Qinhai are dropped out, the s i m U _ is r e s _ d ^ According to the above F-test, 
眺 adjust the method of setting dunnny variables a lMe bU, excluding Heibei from NIA 
and give Ningxia and Qinhai _ ) a separate d u _ y from other northwestem 
p r o v i _ . When our seven regional dummies are entered, only dummies for NIA, SC 
provinces and NXQH are significant so we just keep them in final regressions. The 
resuUs are reported in Table 9. We find an improved R-square and now the growth of 
exponsseen.stoalsoaccountforthesuperiorproductivityupgra^^^^ 
ofcentral China, for example, Jiangxi and Hubei p _ n c e s . Ifexports increase by 10 per 
cent the economies will enJoy growth with the rates equal to 1.8 and 1.56 per cent in 
嫩 prov.nces and SC provinces, respectively. NXQH records a significantly negative 
coefficient of export growth. When expo , and human capital are incorporated m the 
,egressions s i m u _ _ l y , in OLS models in which h ^ capital is measured by 
. t i o s , the estimated coefficients of export growth in SC and NIA provinces are less 
.gnmcant. But once again diagnostic tests indicate there exist autocorrelation and 
H..oskedast icU. so we shouM rely only on results estimated by GLS t e c _ e s : In 
GLS .odels , the superior contribution of export in NIA and SC provinces sUll exists. 
^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
export are similar across all provinces. The F-values tor testing 45 and 0.87 respectively, 
+¾^^^^^^^ 
: S S K - i n c e s is rejec.d 卜 _ = = " « 二 代 <,feen.a. Ch.a, the 




For other two measures ofhuman capital, education attainment and secondary education 
attainment, when they are introduced into regressions in line with exports, the stronger 
performance of export growth in NIA and SC provinces resumed in both OLS and GLS 
models. We also find only NIA and SC provinces benefit from rapid accumulation of 
human capital. But the performance of the southwestern provinces is not out of ordinary 
with respect to export and human capital. So we could conclude that superior 
performance in productivity growth NIA and SC provinces found in Chapter 5 may be 
explained partly by their preeminent performance of export and human capital. 
Because of the possibility of simultaneous determination of export and income by other 
exogenous variables, that is, export itself is likely to be affected by innovations in the 
stochastic process governing growth rates, for example, some institutional change may 
increase the growth rate and the export growth at the same time. Under this 
circumstances, a persistent bias may be present in above regressions and overstates or 
understates the role of export and other factors in the growth process. Although, in 
principle, the endogeneity problem can be solved by using instrumental variable 
techniques, the fundamental problem is that there are no ideal instruments variables. In ^ 
current context, this problem is much more serious because of the poor data at the 
provincial level in China. So wejust keep the problem of endogeneity untouched . 
5 0 
Table 9. Export and Economic Growth (1983-1994，new regional classification) 
(1.1) (1.2) (2.1) (2.2) (3.3) (3.4) 
F E O L S F E G L S F E O L S F E G L S F E O L S F E G L S 
G l a b o r 0 . 7 3 5 0 . 7 1 5 0 . 9 8 6 0 . 8 9 1 0 . 9 7 8 0 . 8 8 9 
(3.237)** (3.675)** (4.230)** (4.456)** (4.167)** (4.415)** 
|/y 0.2 0.203 0.174 0.182 0.172 0.18 
(4.282)** (4.985)** (3.819)** (4.562)** (3.686)** (4.392)** 
Gexp 0 046 0.044 0.047 0.046 0.047 0.046 
(2.967)* (3.572r (3.166)* (3.711)** (3.151)* (3.719)** 
Gexp*dd1 0.144 0.137 0.06 0.07 0.065 0.073 
(3.698r (3.887r (1.419) (2.094)* (1-531) (2.161)* 
Gexp*dd2 0.169 0.112 0.153 0.099 0.157 0.101 
(2.869)** (2.014)* (2.609r (1.708)# (2.676广 (1.75)# 
Gexp*dd3 -0.111 -0.094 -0.106 -0.095 -0.107 -0.095 
(-1.931)# f-2.359J* (-1.915)# (-2.379)* (-1972J# (-2.381)* 
H u m a n 1 0 . 0 3 5 0 . 0 0 3 
(0.458) (0.041) 
H u m a n 3 0 . 1 9 0 二 
(0.323) (0.231) 
H u m a n * d d 1 0 . 4 7 0 . 5 0 8 5 . 9 7 4 5 . 9 1 9 
(3.511广 （4.363)** (3.826)** (4.582)** 
H u m a n * d d 2 0 . 2 7 0 . 3 5 9 3 . 2 6 9 3 . 8 9 5 
(1.537) (2.205)** (1.624) (1.948)# 
0 . 1 9 1 0 . 1 7 6 0 . 1 8 3 
/ it,it-l 
L M t e s t o f CHIQ(28)=40.5# CHIQ(28)=49.65** CHIQ(28)=48.49** 
h e t e r o s k e d a s t i c i t y 
n u m . o f o b s e r . ‘ 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 
R - s q u a r e A d j u s t e d 0 . 2 6 1 0 . 3 1 0 . 3 
B u s e R - S q u a r e - 0 . 2 5 - 0 . 3 2 9 - 0 . 3 0 9 
B u s e R a w - — —— —— ^ ^ 
m o m e n t R - S q u a r e 0 . 8 9 1 0 . 9 0 3 0 . 9 
N o t e ： 1. Figures in parentheses are t-statistics. ** denotes significant at the 1 % level; *denotes significant at the 5% level; 
#denotessignificantatthe10°/olevel. 
2. Dependent variable-annual growth of real GDP; Glabor-annual growth of labor; IA'- investment over GDP ratio; 
Gexp—growth rate of real export. 
Human1-3, scientific and technical personnel ratio; 
dd1-- equals 1 for NIA provinces; equals 0 for other provinces; d d 2 - equals 1 for SC provinces, 0 for other provinces; 
d d 3 - equals 1 for Qinhai and Ningxia; equals 0 for other provinces. 
Human*dd1,dd2,---- dummy variables for various measures of human capital given to the NIA provinces, SC provinces. 
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7.3 Export share 
Trade share and export share are widely-used measures of the degree of openness of an 
economy42 According to World Bank (1994), the share of merchandise trade in China's 
GDP went from 10 percent in 1978 to 31 percent in 1991, while imports share is 15 
percent in 1991. Based on this measure, China appears to not only be more than twice as 
open as India and Brazil, but also significantly more open than the United States or 
Japan. Wei (1993a) and Kwan and Cotsomitis (1991) used export share as an 
independent variable to explain the growth of China, at the national level and the city 
level respectively. Both found significant contribution of exports. It is easy to enter 
export share into growth accounting function if we assume export share is a determinant 
of productivity growth rather than treat export as a factor of production function. 
Following this rationale, We could replace the export growth in our model with export 
share. 
But there are two problems in calculating the export share. Firstly, our data of export is 
in terms of dollar value. To adjust dollar value of export into Yuan value, bias could be < 
introduced because of the choice of exchange rate. Exports to countries other than the 
United States are calculated in term of dollar, so the data are affect by the fluctuations of 
exchange rates between dollars and the currencies of those countries. For example, if 
Japan Yen appreciates against dollar, even China's real export to Japan is kept 
unchanged, the recorded export in term of dollar will show a decline. Secondly, it is 
widely believed that the official exchange rate does not reflect the true value of this 
critical price*� According to Sung (1991), because China's exports are heavily 
subsidized in 1980s, the official exchange rate was generally overvalued. The relevant 
price is the actual exchange rate, which is defined as the amount of local currency 
actually received by the exporter per unit of foreign currency of goods exported. So there 
42 see Ann Harrison (1991) as a summary. 
43 see Sung (1990) and Lardy (1992) as references. 
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are two problems we should solve to correct the biases, namely, adjusting the change of 
cross-exchange-rate of different major export countries and finding the actual exchange 
rate , which is the market rather than the official exchange rate. We use two indices, 
official effective exchange rate and actual effective exchange rate calculated by Chou 
(1995) and construct two measures ofexport share (Rexpl and Rexp2). To construct real 
effective export exchange rates, the following main steps are conducted. First, the 
average exports shares ofChina's major markets are calculated and these shares are used 
as weights to get a consolidated index of the change of China's major export partners' 
currency value against U.S. dollars. Second, this index is then divided by China's own 
nominal exchange rate (official exchange rate) and actual exchange rate (market 
exchange rate) to get the nominal official effective and actual effective exchange rates. 
At the last step, the calculated nominal effective official and actual effective export 
exchange rates time the export-weighted consumer price indices of China's major export 
partners and the resulted products are divided by each province's GDP deflator to get the 
real official effective and real actual effective export exchange rates for each province. 
For Rexpl, each province's real effective official exchange rate is used to calculated the 
real export value in terms ofRMB, then divided by the real GDP of that province to get 
5 
the export share. The drawback of employing official exchange rates is that they differ 
from market prices, especially for the early years in 1980s. So in constructing Rexp2, the 
actual effective exchange rates calculated by Chou using estimated market exchange 
rates are employed， 
When we use the official exchange rate to calculate the export share, it is found that 
exports share plays no role in explaining the economic growth. When the two real 
export-weighted effective exchange rates are used, export share does produce a 
significant contribution. It is also found, by in-depth looking into the regional difference, 
44 ln Chou's calculation, official exchange rates are used for the years of 1985 and 1986. For years 
between 1980-1984, the internal settlement rates are used while between 1987 to 1994’ an weighted 
average of the swap market and the official exchange rates is employed (the ratio is set to be 0.44 to 0.56 
for the years 1987-1990, 0.8 to 0.2 for the period 1991-1994). 
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that export-led-growth hypothesis seems only valid for NIA region and SC provinces. 
The results are reported in Table 10. Since F-test on the homogeneity of intercept 
dummies in the fixed effect model is not significant even at 10 per cent level, it seems 
that plain model is enough. Both the plain OLS and plain GLS results are reported. 
Diagnostic tests on heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation show that GLS estimations are 
more reliable. From GLS estimates, we find the coefficients of exports share in NIA and 
SC regions are very high but for other provinces exports shares have no role in the 
process ofeconomic growth at all. Because on the average, these areas have high exports 
shares, it seems that the above results support the export-leading growth hypothesis. 
Since we find in Chapter 5 that NIA and SC provinces enjoy preeminent improvement in 
productivity, so the above results may suggest that exports affect economic growth 
positively through the channel of productivity enhancement. Because we use the index 
rather than the actual value of effective export exchange rates to construct our measures 
ofexport shares, so we could not evaluate the contribution of export share in an exactly 
quantitative way. ' ' We could not identify, from the estimated coefficients, if export 
share increases by one percentage, how much the economy will grow. But in current 
context, it is already enough to draw a conclusion that economic growth does benefit < 
from the increasing of production of tradable goods. In the above regressions, giving 
exports share dummies to NIA and SC provinces is generally supported by F-tests. But 
for Rexp2, the F-test of the homogeneity of its coefficient across six NIA provinces 
, . 46 
rejects the null hypothesis. If Guangdong is excluded, the homogeneity resumes. 
Because exports of Guangdong included many export processing business in which the 
imported material has a large share in the final export value, so the calculated export-
GDP shares are very high, in 1994 this ratio was even bigger than one. But export 
processing is low value-added business. The large increase in exports in Guangdong 
45 In the process ofcalculating the effective exchange rates, the nominal exchange rates are normalized 
using the nominal exchange rate in the initial year, 1980，as a deflator. • 
46 F-statistic which equals 2.08, with 27 and 305 degrees offreedom, rejects the null hypothesis thatthe 
coefficients of Rexp2 are similar across all 28 provinces. F-statistic oftests on the homogeneity ofRexp 
in NIA SC and the rest ofChina are 2.02, 0.28 and 0.66 respectively. Except for NIA, homogeneityis 
accepted. But F-test on the similarity across all NIA provinces excluding Guangdong can not reject the 
null hypothesis because the F-value is 0.66. 
5 4 
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overstate the increase in value-added of exports, thus leading to a low coefficient for 
export share in Guangdong. So in the last two regressions in Table 10，we exclude 
Guangdong and find the estimated coefficient of export share in NIA region now 
increases from 0.14 to 0.20. Estimating a regression which excludes Guangdong also 
serves as a proofofrobustness. Because Guangdong contributes to nearly 40 per cent of 
China's total exports in recent years and accounts for nearly half of the FDI flowed into 
China during the reform era, so someone may argue that in empirical studies on Chinese 
economy using provincial data, if Guangdong is dropped out, the results may change 
fundamentally. In our regression, wheti Guangdong is excluded from investigation, the 
result is improved. It proves that even the extraordinary openness in Guangdong is not 
taken into account, the export-leading growth could also be found in other NIA 
provinces and SC provinces. Because Rexp2 is calculated by using a more reasonable 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7.4 Inter-sector spillover: a Feder type analvsis 
By dividing the economy into two distinct sectors, one producing export goods and the 
other targets the domestic market, Feder (1982) provided a model which could 
distinguish the different channels through which export may affect economic growth. 
Under the assumption that export sector has a higher marginal factor productivity due to 
the externality generated from contacting with the world market, the faster the export 
sector expands，the more rapid an economy could grow. So resources reallocation from 
non-export sector to the higher productivity export sector could generate an export-led 
growth. Another mechanism is that because technological and managerial knowledge 
would diffuse from export-sector to non-export sector, export expansion could benefit 
economic growth further. Feder specified his model as follows, 
f = c c o + c c i l + P ! + ( i - e ) ^ . f + e l ( 7 ) 
7 , 。 1 丄 " ^ 7 , v 1 - 5 ) X “ Y u X n 
where 9 is the inter-sectoral externality parameter and 5 measures the productivity 
differential between export and non-export sector. According to his model, if the 
marginal factor productivity (MFP) in the non-export sector is 1, then the MFP in the 
export sector will be 1+6 . If export expands by 1 per cent, due to the beneficial 
spillover effect, the non-export sector could also grow by 0 per cent. So if this 
specification could be successfully estimated, we could identified the channels through 
which export contribute to economic growth. First, if the productivity differential 
coefficient 5 is found positive, we could draw a conclusion that by being exposed to 
foreign competition and advanced technology, an economy could produce more 
efficiently. Shifting resources into export sector (measured by the increasing share of 
export in GDP) would increase output. Second, if 0 is significant we could identify that 
there is another spill-over effect, orientated from export sector to non-export sector, 
given without withdrawing resources from the non-export sector. Feder's estimation 
5 7 
^.. 
shows that there are significantly higher marginal productivity in the export sector 
(5 = 0.7 5) and export-generated positive externality (G = 0.13). 
Using Feder's framework, we try to stress a more precise relationship between export 
and growth at the intra-province level. Our interest lies particularly in testing the 
presence of externalities from the exporting sector to the non-exporting sector. Because 
in the above section, we find the contribution of export share to economic growth in 
Guangdong is less important than that of other NIA provinces due to the particular 
structure of Guangdong's export, so we exclude Guangdong form NIA provinces in the 
following analysis. Results are presented in Table 11. In regression 1.1 to 1.2, export 
dummy variables are given only to NIA provinces excluding Guangdong. We find the 
NIA dummy on the inter-sector externality parameter0 is statistically significant, 
implying there is significant beneficial effect of the expansion of export sector on the 
growth in non-export sector in these provinces. If exports are increased by 10 percent 
without withdrawing resources from the non-export sector, the latter could achieve 0.11 
percent extra growth.^^ The coefficient 5 could be calculated if the value of 9 and the 
parameter associated with X|X-X|Y is estimated. Under current estimation,5 is equal * 
to 1.584. This result shows that export sectors in NIA provinces enjoy higher marginal 
productivity than non-exporting sectors even after the beneficial externalities of export 
sectors to non-export sectors are under control. The magnitude of the productive 
differential is very huge, much larger than that reported by Feder which only equals 0.75. 
I fwe assume the MFP in non-export sector in NIA region is 1, MFP in the export sector 
will be 2.584. The large productivity differential implies that for export sector there are 
much beneficial spillover effect generated from being involved in the world market. 
Besides technology diffusion, the extraordinarily high differential may also reflect the 
fact that foreign invested firms and Town-ship and Village enterprises (TVEs) account 
for a large proportion of exports in this region. Because the technology employed by 
47 0.11 is calculated from the data reported in Regression 1.2 in Table 11 by adding 0.037’ the estimated 
coefficient ofGexp for China as a whole, with 0.068 which is the dummy given to NIA region on Gexp. 
5 8 
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foreign invested firms is generally more advanced than that in domestic firms, and TVEs 
produce more efficiently than state-owned firms, so the estimated productivity 
differential between export and non-export sectors is bigger than that found in other 
LDCs. It seems that in other provinces there is not such significant productivity 
differential between export and non-export sectors. During the period under study, it is 
well known that a lot of resources are shifted to export production in NIA provinces. 
There is a huge difference in factor productivity between export and non-export sectors, 
reallocation of resources could enhance the growth performance in NIA provinces. In 
Regression 2.1 and 2.2, slope duinmies are given to NIA (Guangdong excluded) and SC 
provinces as a whole. Both the coefficients of the externality effect and the productivity 
differential become larger. The latter is 2.322. This result indicates that in the provinces 
that we find extraordinary productivity improvement in Chapter 5, exports contribute to 
economic growth through the higher productivity of export sector and the positive spill-




Table 11. Export and Economic Growth—Feder Model (1983-1992) 
(1.1) (1-2) (2.1) (2.2) 
F E ^ F l ^ F E O L S F E G L S 
G l a b o r 0 . 8 2 7 0 . 7 9 4 0 . 8 4 5 0 . 8 2 6 
(3.608)** (4.050)** (3.839)** (4.223)** 
1/y 0.191 0.217 0.186 0.21 
(3.997)** (5.136)** (3.986)** (5.021)** 
G e x p 0 . 0 4 8 0 . 0 3 7 0 . 0 3 5 0 . 0 3 4 
( 3 . 0 5 3 ) * * ( 2 . 9 1 3 ) * * ( 2 . 2 4 6 ) * ( 2 . 5 5 3 ) * 
R e x p 2 * G e x p - 0 . 0 0 4 - 0 . 0 0 4 - 0 . 0 0 2 - 0 . 0 0 6 
( - 0 . 0 7 6 ) ‘ ( - 0 . 0 9 0 ) ( - 0 . 0 4 7 ) ( - 0 . 1 2 9 ) 
G e x p * D 1 0 . 1 1 0 . 0 7 8 
( 2 . 6 8 7 ) * * ( 2 . 1 1 2 ) * 
R e x p 2 * G e x p * D 1 0 . 4 8 6 0 . 5 8 7 
M ( 3 . 3 1 2 ) * * ( 3 . 5 1 0 ) * * 
G e x p * d d 1 0 . 0 7 2 0 . 0 6 8 
( 1 . 4 6 ) ( 1 . 6 5 6 ) # 
R e x p 2 * G e x p * d d 1 0 . 4 9 0 . 5 0 8 
( 2 . 9 4 0 ) * * ( 3 . 0 1 9 ) * * 
Y'_',"-i 0.214 0.177 
L M t es t Of h e t e r o s k e d a s t i c i t y CHIQ(28)=50.54** CHIQ(28)=45.95 
n u m . o f o b s e r ； 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 
R - s q u a r e A d j u s t e d 0 . 2 5 8 - - 0 . 2 8 8 
B u s e R - s q u a r e 0 . 2 5 6 - - 0 . 2 7 9 
B u s e R a w M o m e n t R - 0 . 8 8 9 0 . 8 9 6 
s q u a r e 
Note: 1. Figures in parentheses are t-statistics. ** denotes significant at the 1% level; 
* denotes significant at the 5% level; # denotes significant at 10% level, 
dependent variable—annual growth of real GDP; Glabor—annual growth of mid-year 
labor; 
lA'—total investment in fixed asset over GDP Gexp----growth of real export; 
ratio; 
Rexp2*Gexp----product of Gexp times export share (Rexp2); 
D1---- equals 1 for NIA and SC provinces; equals 0 for other provinces. 
d d 1 - equals 1 for NIA provinces; equals 0 for other provinces. 
Guangdong is excluded from NIA provinces. 
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7�Unders tanding superior contribution o f e x p o r t in NIA and SC: composition ofexport 
In Section 7.2, we find exports growth play an important role in the economic growth of 
NIA and SC provinces. Analyzing the data presented in table 7，it is hard to claim that 
exports performance in NIA and SC provinces are outstanding. Nearly all provinces 
recorded growth of exports at an average rate of two digits except for some former core 
regions. Although NIA provinces have larger shares of exports, but SC provinces seem 
very ordinary. Why do similar export performances influence economic growth in 
different ways? In Chapter 4, through 'growth accounting it is discovered that both NIA 
and SC provinces have rapid growth of productivity during the period studied. 
Observation of efficiency improvement and distinguishing contribution of exports in 
same regions does not seems to be random phenomena. It appears that there are some 
association between the export growth and the efficiency improvement. Export may 
improve productivity to benefit economic growth. 
In World Bank (1993), It is believed that static factors such as economies of scale and 
capacity utilization created by export expansion could not explain sustained TFP growth, < 
the major benefits of export may arise from export's role in helping LDCs adopt and 
master international best-practicing technology. Since knowledge market is imperfect, 
export which could overcome some imperfection in the knowledge market thus facilitate 
the acquisition of advanced technology. Export's impacts could be realized through 
several mechanisms in China. For instance, export-oriented FDI operated in large scale 
in Guangdong and Fujian provinces; information from overseas customers such as 
innovation in product design and other contacts, etc. If exports' impacts lie on 
transferring technology and information, the structure of exports rather than the total 
volume of exports is critical to economic growth. The share of manufactured exports in 
total exports is important to economic growth because it is reasonable to assume that 
6 1 
T a b l e 1 2 S h a r e o f M a n u f a c t u r e d E x p o r t 
P r o v i n c e s A v e r a g e M a n u f a c t u r e d L i g h t I n d u s t r i a l E x p o r t s 
E x p o r t s o v e r T o t a l O v e r T o t a l E x p o r t s C o n t r i b u t i o n o f 
E x p o r t s , 1 9 9 0 - 1 9 9 4 1 9 9 2 1 9 8 9 1 9 8 6 P r o d u c t i v i t y 
C O R E A R E A • … 
B j 0 . 9 1 0 . 7 1 0 . 6 8 0 . 7 2 " 2 0 - 4 5 
T J 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 0 0 . 5 2 0 . 4 4 _ 2 5 . 2 1 
LN 0.57 0.29 0.18 0.01 3.63 
SH 0 92 0.62 0.62 0.63 -1.6 
average 0.80 0.60 0.50 0.45 -10.7 
N I A … ^ , 
HEB 0 55 0.44 0.43 0.38 22.61 
j S 0 . 8 6 ‘ 0 . 7 0 0 . 7 2 0 . 7 2 2 8 . 3 5 
Z J 0 7 9 0 . 7 6 0 . 6 9 0 . 6 0 2 7 . 6 2 
Fj 0.81 0.74 0.71 0.69 2 6 . 9 
SD 0.64 0.38 0.29 -— 18.73 
GD 0.89 0.76 0.69 ---- 22.26 
GX 0.68 0.57 - - - ---- 16.19 
HN 0 77 0.38 0.25 -— 10.15 
average 0.75 0.59 0.54 0.60 21.60 
average(SD excluded) 0.78 0.65 0.62 0.67 23.34 
CENTRAL � � n 
SAX 0 41 0.23 0.13 0.14 -28.47 
IM 0.59 0.62 0.37 0.21 - ” . 7 8 
j L 0 . 3 9 0 . 2 9 - - - - 0 . 1 3 - 0 . 9 6 
H U 0 53 0.49 0.28 0.23 -40.77 
NC average 0.48 0.41 0.26 0.18 -20.50 
AH •< 0.69 0.55 0.51 0.48 22.08 
j X 0 . 7 1 0 . 5 4 0 . 4 7 0 . 4 6 2 5 . 7 9 
HEN 0.63 0.25 0.36 - - 13.46 
HUB 0.81 0.59 0.60 ---- 23.21 
HUN 0.78 0.55 0.42 -— 17 
SC average 0.72 0.50 0.47 0.47 20.31 
W E S T _ ^ , 
3 Q 0 . 7 2 0 . 4 6 0 . 5 8 - - - - 1 5 . 2 1 
GZ 0.71 0.23 ---- ---- 10.04 
YN 0.59 0.67 0.70 ---- 8.05 
SHX 0.79 0.46 0.46 ---- -2.13 
G S 0 . 6 0 0 . 4 0 0 . 3 2 - - - - 4 . 6 6 
Q H 0 . 7 0 0 . 2 6 0 . 1 8 - - - - - 6 8 . 9 1 
NX 0.48 0.18 ---- ---- -34.11 
X J 0 . 3 9 0 . 5 2 - — - - - - - 5 - 0 3 
average 0.62 0.40 0.32 …- -9.60 
Sources: calculated by author. Raw data from Almanac ofChina's Foreign Relation and Trade, various issues, 
contribution of productivity, reprinted from column 4 in Table 2. 
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Chapter 8. Foreign Direct Investment and Economic Growth 
Some recent works on economic growth have highlighted the role of foreign direct 
investment (FDI) in the process of economic growth of developing countries. In China, 
the contribution of FDI to economic growth could be realized in several ways. First, it 
may directly increase one province's overall capital stock by providing an additional 
financial source. Second, it could stimulate domestic investment, presumably because the 
attraction of complementary activities dominates the displacement of domestic 
competitors. Since before 1992 China forbade the inflow of foreign capital which may 
compete with domestic industry, such as retailing and fmance, and China strictly 
restricted the share of FDI firnis' output which could be sold in the domestic market, 
most FDI during the period we studied are export-oriented manufacturing investment. 
Although FDI firms may squeeze exports of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) because of 
their high quality, it appears that FDI firms and SOEs tend to export different types of 
products. In general, it is highly possible that FDI induces rather than squeezes out 
domestic investment. In fact, through industrial linkage FDI has stimulated the growth of 
some domestic sectors which are the suppliers of FDI enterprises, such as industry of 
paper products and printing which provide packing materials to FDI firms. The new 
products or lines of production introduced by foreign firms could also be imitated by 
domestic firms. They are really "innovations" in the domestic market and they could 
generate super-normal profits. The extraordinary profits may induce more domestic 
investment. Most suppliers and imitator of FDI firms are believed to be township 
enterprises. Because it operates through "pulling in’，other sources of investment, 
especially non-state owned investment, FDI has an indirect effect on economic growth. 
Third and the most important, FDI could act as a channel of technology diffusion 
through which ideas, new technologies, technical know-how and managerial knowledge 
are transferred. In endogenous growth literature, international technology diffusion plays 
a critical role in the growth of backward countries. Their growth rates depend on the 
extent oftheir adoption and implementation of ‘new’ technologies that are already in use 
6 4 
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in the leading countries. This is the doctrine of ‘catching-up, theory. FDI in China can 
be helpful in the technological progress and productivity improvement through the 
introduction o fnew varieties ofcapital goods, intermediate inputs and ‘software, such as 
product design. Foreign firms also brought modem management practices, marketing 
concepts and work discipline into China. There are also many spillover effects stemming 
from the learning and mimicking of domestic firms. In domestic economy which has no 
direct injection offoreign investment, capital goods may be upgraded, product varieties 
may be increased and X-inefficiency may be reduced merely because the demonstration 
of foreign firms. It is really a pitfall of ‘exogenous, technology improvement and 
innovation for a previously closed country like China which has virtually no foreign-
owned firm on its soil before 1979. 
By dividing total investment into domestic investment and foreign investment in our 
model , we start out our analysis on the contribution of foreign direct investment on 
economic growth. 
Y L a FDI i A DI ^ 
- = a o + a i T + P i - ^ + P 2 7 + s " 
. Y , Li> Y i, Y u 
where DI is domestic investment. The dollar values of FDI are transferred into RMB 
Yuan value using the official exchange rate in every year. The value of domestic 
investment is calculated by deducing FDI in Yuan value from total investment. 
Regression 1.1 and 1.2 in Table 13 reveal several interesting results about the effects of 
FDI on economic growth. When FDI is added, the coefficients of domestic investment 
are found smaller than the coefficients of total investment in previous regressions. All 
estimated marginal product of FDI are highly significant. There are also gains in the 
explanatory power of the regressions. The estimated coefficient of FDI ranges in 
Regression 1.2 is 0.466, while that of domestic investment is between 0.165. The 
magnitude of estimated coefficient of FDI is somewhat unexpectedly great. Increasing 
6 5 
one percent share ofFDI in GDP will lead to an average increase of half ofone percent 
in growth rate, holding other factors constant. It is nearly 2 to 3 times the marginal 
product of domestic investment. The difference in coefficients between FDI and 
domestic investment is partly attributed to the high efficiency of FDI. These results are 
very similar to those findings of other empirical investigations. De Gregorio(1992) 
shows FDI is about three times more efficient than domestic investment by using a panel 
data of 12 Latin American countries. Blomstrom, Lipsey and Zejan (1992) also fmd a 
stronger effect o fFDI on economic growth in LDCs than domestic investment. It should 
be reminded under current specification, the estimated coefficient of FDI may include 
elements other than marginal product of foreign capital stock. Some spill-over effects of 
FDI on overall efficiency or productivity which should be embodied in a constant term 
may also be captured by this coefficient. 
After getting a general expression that FDI positively affect economic growth in China, 
we then investigate its regional impacts in detail. We first have a causal look at the 
geographical distribution ofutilized FDI. As Graph 3 shows, during the period of 1983-
48 
1994, nearly 90 percent of the cumulative FDI in China was located in the East, with 
6.5 percent and 3.4 percent in the central and the West respectively. It is highly uneven 
in a way favoring the east coastal provinces. Within the East, it seems FDI gradually 
spreads from the Guangdong and Fujian (GDFJ) to coastal provinces. GDFJ's share in 
cumulative realized FDI declined from 80 per cent in the beginning of the period to 
below 40 per cent by the end of 1994. Although both the former core area and other NIA 
provinces gained at the cost ofthe South, the expansion of the latter is more impressive. 
In 1992, FDI in other NIA provinces began to exceed that in the former core areas. In the 
central part of China, the five southem provinces have more FDI than the four northern 
provinces during the whole period under study though both increase gradually. 
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Note : NIA—the MA provinces excluding Guangdong and Fujian; 
GDFJ---- Guangdong and Fujian as a whole; 
N-Central---- the northem part ofcentral China; 
S-Centr^I——the southern part ofcentral China; 
WEST----- the west region. 
(Graph 3) 
Following the methods employed in previous chapters, we enter regional slope dummies 
according to the traditional and new regional classification respectively. If China is 
simply divided into the former core area, the newly industrializing provinces 0 ^ ) , the 
Central and the West, and we introduce regional slope dummies according to this 
classification, it is found that for FDI, only the dummy for the Central is significant. The 
results are shown in Table 13. Both OLS and GLS results are reported. The estimated 
coefficients by using these two methods are very similar, but the t-statistics are 
6 7 
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Table 13 • Foreign Direct Investment and Economic Growth : Traditional Regional Classification 
(1.1) (12) (2.1) (2.2) (2.3) (2.4) � (4)~" 
— FlOLS~~FE^~"FlOLS""^Fl^"~FEOLS~~FEGLS FEOLS FEGLS 
G l a b o r 0 . 7 6 4 0 . 6 9 9 0 . 8 5 7 0 . 7 7 2 1 . 1 5 2 0 . 9 5 3 1 . 1 2 7 0 . 9 5 7 
(3.223)** (3.597)** (3.560)** (3.703)** (4.972广（4.805)** (4.843)** (4.786)* 
D l / v 0 . 1 4 3 0 . 1 6 5 0 . 1 1 3 0 . 1 3 1 0 . 1 2 2 0 . 1 4 5 0 . 1 1 9 0 . 1 3 7 
(2.762广(3.629)** (2.342)* (3.011)** (2-506)* (3.343广（2.435)* (3.154)** 
FDIY 0 521 0.466 0.37 0.315 0.215 0.168 0.25 0.205 
(7.301)** (7.790)** (4.596)** (4.222)** (2.614)** (2.262)* (3.000)** (2.724广 
F D I Y * D C 2 . 4 6 6 2 . 0 7 3 2 . 0 2 2 1 . 6 8 2 2 . 0 5 5 1 . 6 9 1 
(5.615广（5.435)** (4.669)** (4.434广（4.80广（4.411广 
C ^ p . n 0 . 0 4 8 0 . 0 4 6 0 . 0 5 5 0 . 0 4 9 0 . 0 5 5 0 . 0 5 
P (3.329)** (3.948)** (3.857)** (4.112)** (3.833)** (4.151)** 
C ^ e x n * d d 1 ' 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 5 4 0 . 0 3 3 0 . 0 4 5 0 . 0 3 4 0 . 0 4 6 
P (1.676)# (1.848)# (0.901) (1.64)# (0.926) (1.647)# 
H i i m a n 1 - 0 . 0 2 3 - 0 . 0 0 5 Human1 (_o.309) (-0.074) 
u o - 0 . 4 9 5 - 0 . 2 1 8 
Humand (032¾ (_o.039) 
H u m a n * d d 1 0 . 5 0 2 0 . 5 2 3 0 . 5 5 3 0 . 5 7 4 6 . 5 2 9 6 . 5 5 1 
圳 (3.160r (3.083)** (3.950)** (4.662)** (3.92)** (4.453)** 
丫"，//-1 0.236 0.131 0.153 0.154 
LM tes t 0f CHIQ(28)=47.3* CHIQ(28)=47.68* CHIQ(28)=50.14** CHIQ(29)=49.38** 
he te roskedas t i c i t y ^ ^ 、 。。。 。。。 . . . ooo ooc 
num. o fobse r . 336 336 336 336 336 336 336 336 
R - s q u a r e A d j u s t e d ^ 0 . 2 0 4 0 . 3 3 0 . 3 2 7 0 . 3 2 3 
Riici R qaua re 0.185 0.313 0.339 0.321 
Buse K-bquare 0 903 0.907 0.904 
B u s e R a w - m o m e n t 0.877 u . a u j u.=7u 
R - S q u a r e 
N o t e : 1 • Figures in parentheses are t-statistics. ** denotes significant at the 1 % level; *denotes significant at the 5% level; 
t dDe:nSd^=ranbt|ea=ne=glreoVv^lh of rea. GDP; G.abor-annual growth of .abor; Dl/Y-domestic investment over GDP ratio： 
Gexp-growth of real export; Human1-3. scientific and technical personnel ratio; FDIY-foreign direct investment over GDP ratio; 
D C - equals 1 for the central provinces; equals 0 for other provinces; d d 1 - equals 1 for NIA provinces, 0 for other provinces; 
Human*dd1-dummy variables for various measures of human capital given to the NIA provinces and SC provinces respectively.. 
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generally improved in GLS estimation. Since heteroskedasticity and intra-group 
autocorrelation are detected, so GLS results are more believable. When regional 
dummies on FDI are entered into regressions, only the dummy for the central region is 
significant so we just keep it in the final regression. In Regression 3.1 to 5.2, the central 
dummy on FDI varies between 1.682 to 2.466, much higher than the overall estimated 
coefficient of China, which fluctuates around 0.3. It suggests that the central provinces 
enjoyed the highest marginal product of foreign capital. In nearly all regressions, the 
NIA provinces have significant larger estimated coefficients on export growth and 
human capital, but they are not distinctive in FDI. 
We then enter regional dummies on explanatory variables according to our new regional 
classification. We run a regression which includes dummies on FDI for each provinces 
and use F-tests to examine the validity ofthis new specification. The F-tests show that in 
SC provinces and the northern part ofcentral China O^C), the coefficients o fFDI could 
be treated as identical. In NIA provinces, the null hypothesis of the homogeneity o fFDI 
is rejected. But when we exclude Guangdong and Fujian, others could be regarded as a 
homogenous block. ' ' So we give dummies to SC provinces (FDIY*dd2), NC provinces 
(FDIY*dd4), NIA region excluding Guangdong and Fujian (FDIY*ddll) and 
Guangdong and Fujian as a whole (FDIY*ddl2). The latter two dummies are not 
significant so we eliminate them from the final regressions. The results are reported in 
Table 14. Both SC and NC provinces enjoy extraordinary marginal product of foreign 
capital. The estimated coefficient for FDI in SC provinces reach 2.105，higher than that 
o f N C provinces which equals 1.709.'' We now could give the rapid productivity growth 
in SC provinces another explanation, that is, the high marginal product offoreign capital. 
49 The null hypothesis that the coefficients of FDI are identical in SC provinces and NC provinces 
respectively are acceptable because the F-value are 0.63 and 0.42. But we could not treat FDI across NIA 
provinces as homogenous because F-value is 2.039, significant at 10% level. When Guangdong and 
Fuiian are excluded, the F-value becomes 1.59, which is insignificant. FDI in Guangdong and Fujian are 
siiiilar since the F-value is 0.63. F-test for the rest ofChina, that is, the West and the former core area, 
can not reject the null hypothesis ofhomogeneity because the F-statistic is 0.22. 
50 These data are calculated from Regression 1.2 in Table 14. For SC region, the estimated coefficient of 
FDI is calculated by adding 0.175，the coefficient of "FDIY", with 1.93 which is the coefficient of SC 
dummy. ForNC provinces, 1.709 is the summation of0.175 and 1.534. 
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It is a little bit strange that FDI in NIA provinces does not outperform other provinces. In 
fact, Guangdong and Fujian, the two provinces which received more than half of foreign 
capital flowed into China in most of years under study, have modest estimated 
coefficient of FDI which is lower than other NIA provinces and SC provinces. In 
Regression 3 and 4 in Table 14，it is found that the differential dummy for NIA 
provinces excluding Guangdong and Fujian is (FDIY*ddll) is positive, but not 
significant and with small magnitude. The dummy for Fujian and Guangdong as a whole 
(FDIY*ddl2) is even negative though insignificantly. Since the estimated coefficient of 
FDI is marginal product of capital rather than elasticity in our specification, the modest 
coefficient in Guangdong and Fujian may come from the rule of diminishing of 
marginal product of capital. Considering the large FDI-GDP ratio in Guangdong and 
Fujian, the contribution ofFDI to economic growth in these two provinces are still very 
large. Since NIA provinces accounted for about two thirds of the FDI flowed into China 
during the reform era, the lower marginal product of foreign invested capital relative to 
that of the central China is understandable. Because the FDI-GDP ratios are much higher 
in NIA provinces than that in the central provinces, the aggregate contribute of FDI to 
the economic growth in NIA region is still remarkable. From our estimation, we may 
draw a conclusion that a more even distribution ofFDI with more foreign capital flowing 
to interior provinces may increase the aggregate efficiency in China. In recent Ninth 
Five-Year Plan, China plans to encourage foreign capital to invest interior provinces and 
extend the national treatment to foreign^funded enterprises. These measures may lead to 
the regional distribution of foreign capital more even, and in turn will have a positive 
influence on overall economic growth in China. 
When FDI is added, the coefficients of export and their significance level do not differ 
dramatically from previous findings. The NIA and SC dummies are still significantly 
positive. In cross-city regression, Wei (1993) finds that during 1988-1990 foreign 
investment contributes more to cross-city differences in economic growth than the 
exports because when exports and foreign investment are entered into the same 
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regression the former is not significant. We could not draw the same conclusion from our 
estimation though the period we studied covers the period in Wei (1993). The stability of 
coefficients ofexport growth indicates our findings are robust. But for SC provinces, the 
coefficients of human capital are no longer significant after FDI is entered as an 
explanatory variable. There are two possible explanations. One is that FDI，s effect 
dominate the effect of human capital in SC provinces. Previous fmdings of the 
preeminent contribution of human capital is fragile. The other is that there may exist 





Table 14 FDI and Economic Growth : New Regional Classi f icat ion 
( 1 . 1 ) ( 1 . 2 ) ( 2 . 1 ) ( 2 . 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) 
F E O L S F E G L S F E O L S F E G L S F E G L S F E G L S 
G l a b o r 1 . 1 1 6 0 . 9 6 9 1 . 1 0 1 0 . 9 7 8 1 . 0 1 1 1 . 0 1 8 
(4.805)** (4.868)** (4.737)** (4.881)** (5.018)** (5.006)** 
D l / y 0 . 1 1 8 0 . 1 3 9 0 . 1 1 5 0 . 1 3 2 0 . 1 2 7 0 . 1 2 0 
( 2 . 4 3 6 ) * ( 3 . 1 9 0 ) * * ( 2 . 3 7 9 ) * ( 3 . 0 1 3 ) * * ( 2 . 8 8 7 ) * ( 2 . 7 2 5 ) * * 
F D I Y 0 . 2 2 1 0 . 1 7 5 0 . 2 5 4 0 . 2 1 0 0 . 2 5 1 0 . 2 7 5 
(2.710)** (2.344)* (3.068)** (2.776)** (1.867)# (1.954)# 
F D I Y * d d 2 1 . 8 5 6 1 . 9 3 0 1 . 8 4 2 1 . 9 0 5 1 . 8 9 4 1 . 8 7 6 
(3.255)** (3.635)** (3.311)** (3.660)** (3.526)** (3.561)** 
F D I Y * d d 4 1 . 7 9 3 1 . 5 3 4 1 . 8 4 5 1 . 5 4 2 1 . 4 9 9 1 . 5 3 1 
(2.925)** (3.054)** (2.963)** (2.960)** (2.933)** (2.903广 
F D I Y * d d 1 1 0 . 0 9 9 0 . 1 2 7 
(0.448) (0.548) 
F D I Y * d d 1 2 - 0 . 1 5 2 - 0 . 1 4 0 
(-0.935) (-0.829) 
G e x p 0 . 0 4 5 0 . 0 4 4 0 . 0 4 5 0 . 0 4 4 0 . 0 4 4 0 . 0 4 4 
(3.018)** (3.519)** (3.005)** (3.544)** (3.509)** (3.544)* 
G e x p * d d 1 0 . 0 4 3 0 . 0 5 0 0 . 0 4 4 0 . 0 5 1 0 . 0 5 5 0 . 0 5 5 
(1.182) (1.811)# (1.203) (1.819)# (1.938)# (1.935)# 
G e x p * d d 2 0 . 1 5 7 0 . 1 2 9 0 . 1 5 7 0 . 1 3 0 0 . 1 3 2 0 . 1 3 2 
(2.737)* (2.422)* (2.732)** (2.440)* (2.462)* (2.476)* 
H u m a n 1 - 0 . 0 3 5 - 0 . 0 2 1 - 0 . 0 3 2 
(-0.047) (-0.327) (-0.476) 
H u m a n 3 - 0 . 5 1 2 - 0 . 2 7 2 - 0 . 3 8 7 
(-0.856) (-0.485) (-0.638) 
H u m a n * d d 1 ‘ 0 . 5 5 5 0 . 5 8 2 6 . 4 7 1 6 . 5 4 0 . 5 7 5 6 . 3 5 2 
(4.002)** ( 4 . 7 1 i r (3.917)** (4.429)** (4.174)** (3.862)** 
C o n s t a n t 
^ 0 . 1 3 1 0 . 1 3 0 
I it,ii-l 
L M t e s t o f CHlQ(28)=46.14* CHIQ(28)=46.14* 
h e t e r o s k e d a s t i c i t y … 
n u m . o f o b s e r . 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 
R - s q u a r e A d j u s t e d 0 . 3 4 0 0 . 3 3 6 
B u s e R - S q u a r e 0 . 3 5 9 0 . 3 4 2 0 . 3 8 3 0 . 3 6 2 
B u s e R a w - m o m e n t R - S q u a r e 0 . 9 1 0 0 , 9 0 8 0 . 9 1 6 0 . 9 1 3 
N o t e ： 1. Figures in parentheses are t-statistics. ** denotes significant at the 1% level; *denotes significant at the 5% level; 
# 2 d = p t = s = t = a n ^ _ t h a e n ^ / | > ^ ^ = h ^^ 「的丨 GDP; Glabor-annual growth of labor; D i r^ -domest ic investment over GDP ratio; 
Human1-3, scientific and technical personnel ratio, overtotal labor in the state-owned sector and population respectively; 
dcM— equals 1 for NIA provinces; equals 0 for other provinces; d d 2 - equals 1 for SC provinces, 0 for other provinces 
.Human*dd1—— dummy variables for various measures of human capital given to NIA provinces. 
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Chapter 9. Determinants of Economic Growth : Barro Style Analysis 
In the above chapters, we analyze the sources of China's economic growth at provincial level 
under the neoclassical framework. A production function which express the output as a 
function of several input factors is strictly followed to specify our regression functions. Most 
recent empirical studies on economic growth seem to deviate from this Solow-Style analysis. 
They used growth ofper capital income rather than aggregate GDP as the dependent variable 
and introduced explanatory variables in a relative free way. We call this type of studies as 
"Barro-style" regression analysis. The biggest advantage of this approach is that it is more 
convenient to address the impacts of factors other than the ordinary production inputs, for 
instance, some social institutional factors such as governmental behavior and political 
stability. For the sake ofcomparing our findings with recent empirical works, we also use this 
"Barro-style" analysis. More importantly, because China has experienced a huge institutional 
change during the period we studied, (for example, the relationship between government and 
enterprises has changed fundamentally), the mechanism of price determination has become 
more and more market-oriented. It seems it is more suitable to employ “Barro-style” analysis 
to evaluate the impacts ofthese institutional changes. In this chapter, we first reexamine the 
role ofhuman capital, export and FDI under the new framework and then identify the roles of 
other factors that have not been discussed in above chapters. 
9.1 Openne-s-s: Expor t s and F D I 
Because diagnostic tests indicate GLS is more suitable, we only report the results estimated 
by GLS techniques and the results ofdiagnostic tests in Table 15. The results ofRegressions 
1 to 8 show that, besides domestic investment, export and FDI are the most important 
determinants o fper capita growth for all provinces in China. In fact, in most regressions in 
this and the following sections, the coefficients of domestic investment, export, and FDI 
appeared to statistically significant with all procedures and regardless of the inclusion of 
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other variables. Exports in NIA and SC provinces have a more than average impacts on per 
capita income growth. FDI outperforms domestic investment since its coefficients are much 
higher than that ofdomestic investment. In SC provinces, the magnitude of this differential is 
very large, indicating that FDI is nearly ten times more efficient than domestic investment. 
The marginal effects FDI in NC provinces are also much higher than that in other provinces 
though their performance in productivity growth is modest. As in last chapter, we fmd the 
dummy on FDI given to NIA excluding Guangdong and Fujian on FDI are significant in 
some specification but not very stable, so we do not include it in the final regression. It is 
understandable that FDI in NIA provinces are not out of ordinary. First, the coefficients 
estimated are marginal product of foreign capital, NIA provinces, especially Gunagdong and 
Fujian have absorbed most FDI flowed into China for many years, due to the diminishing 
marginal product of factors, FDI in NIA provinces do not have outstanding coefficients. 
Second, because FDI in NIA provinces is large, there may be huge spill-over oftechnological 
and managerial knowledge from FDI enterprises to local firms. This kind of externality could 
shorten the efficiency gap between FDI firms and local enterprises and make the estimated 
coefficients not too large. 
* 
Q ?. Human Capital 
Unlike measures of openness, it seems that human capital is not so robust and is more 
sensitive to the specification. When they are entered into regressions as the only explanatory 
variable besides total investment, as Regression 1 to 4 in Table show, it is found that human 
capital contributes to per capita GDP growth in NIA and SC provinces because dummies on 
all measures of human capital are significant positive. It seems economies in NIA region 
benefit more from human capital than SC provinces do. In other provinces human capital has 
no role at all. But when measures of human capital and openness are introduced in 
regressions simultaneously, the beneficial effect of human capital in SC provinces either 
becomes less significant or disappears. It seems export and FDI in SC provinces, especially 
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the latter, gain their roles at the cost of human capital. Even in NIA region where human 
capital is found to be significantly positive in all specification, the magnitude of the 
estimated coefficients are smaller. From these results, one could argue that human capital 
may be a necessary condition for rapid economic growth but it is hardly a sufficient 
condition. The regions in which we find positive impacts of human capital, NIA and SC 
provinces, seems not outstanding in aspects of either scientific and technical personnel or 
education attainment. The former core area have much higher level ofhuman capital than that 
in these tow regions and even most northern provinces outperform these province,s, The most 
interesting finding above is the presence of measures of openness make human capital in NIA 
and SC less important or unimportant. In simple regressions which do not take openness into 
account, the ordinary level of human capital in NIA and SC provinces could play a 
significantly important role in the process of economic growth, but when openness is present, 
the role of human capital fade. So it is highly possible that human capital has an effect on 
NIA and SC provinces' economic growth through the channel of openness. Human capital 




Table 15 Per Capita GDP Growth : Role of Human Capital, Export and FDI 
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) ( 5 ) ( 6 ) ( 7 ) ( 8 ) 
F E G L S F E G L S F E G L S F E G L S F E G L S F E G L S F E G L S F E G L S 
IA^ 0.221 0.22 0.18 
( 5 . 0 8 9 ) * * ( 4 . 9 7 6 ) * * ( 4 . 0 6 7 ) * * 
D | " 0 . 1 9 2 0 . 1 5 1 0 . 1 4 4 0 . 1 3 5 0 . 1 4 
(3.919)** (3.078)** (2.966)** (2.730)** (2.881)** 
H u m a n 1 - 0 . 0 3 1 - 0 . 0 2 4 - 0 . 0 3 6 - 0 . 0 4 6 - 0 . 0 7 1 
( - 0 . 4 5 5 ) ( - 0 . 3 4 ) ( - 0 . 5 1 8 ) ( - 0 . 6 8 5 ) ( - 1 . 0 3 5 ) 
H u m a n 3 - 0 . 2 2 5 - 0 . 3 6 9 - 0 . 7 4 8 
( - 0 . 3 3 4 ) ( 0 . 5 7 2 ) ( - 1 . 1 3 4 ) 
H u m a n * d d 1 0 . 6 8 5 7 . 9 8 4 0 . 5 7 7 0 . 6 3 4 0 . 5 5 7 0 . 5 9 6 6 . 2 4 4 6 . 7 4 4 
(5.225)** (4.855)** (4.34)** (4.243)** (3.884)** (4.120)** (3.523)** (3.769)** 
H u m a n * d d 2 0 . 4 0 2 4 . 6 6 6 0 . 2 5 8 0 . 0 9 3 
( 2 . 1 7 4 ) * ( 2 . 1 0 1 ) * ( 1 . 4 4 4 ) ( 0 . 4 2 7 ) 
G e x p 0 . 0 3 3 0 . 0 3 4 0 . 0 4 1 0 . 0 3 4 0 . 0 4 1 
( 2 . 4 5 8 ) * ( 2 . 5 6 8 ) * ( 3 . 1 1 6 ) * ( 2 . 5 6 9 ) * * ( 3 . 1 2 7 ) * * 
G e x p * d d 1 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 4 0 . 0 4 8 0 . 0 5 3 0 . 0 4 7 
(1.924)* ( 1 . 7 6 7 ) # ( 1 . 5 8 5 ) ( 1 . 7 2 5 ) # ( 1 . 5 2 9 ) # 
G e x p * d d 2 0 . 1 3 3 0 . 1 3 6 0 . 1 3 1 0 . 1 3 5 0 . 1 3 1 
( 2 . 1 1 6 ) * ( 2 . 3 6 2 ) * ( 2 . 2 8 3 ) * ( 2 . 3 5 2 ) * ( 2 . 2 7 8 ) * 
P D | Y 0 . 2 5 7 0 . 2 1 3 0 . 1 8 9 0 . 2 3 6 0 . 2 1 9 
(3.095)** (2.513)* (2.212)* (2.735)** (2.526)** 
F D I Y * d d 2 1 . 5 3 2 1 . 8 0 3 1 . 8 8 4 1 . 7 5 4 1 . 8 4 9 
( 2 . 1 1 6 ) * ( 3 . 2 0 9 ) * * ( 3 . 3 4 4 ) * * ( 3 . 1 6 5 ) * * ( 3 . 3 3 1 ) * * 
F D I Y * d d 4 1 - 1 3 5 1 . 2 1 1 
( 2 . 0 9 4 ) * ( 2 . 1 3 5 ) * 
5 
Y 0 . 3 0 8 0 . 3 1 5 0 . 2 3 0 . 2 2 0 . 2 3 0 . 2 2 
L M tes t o f CHIQ(28)= CHIQ(28)= CHIQ(28)= CHIQ(28)= CHIQ(28)= CHIQ(28)= 
h e t e r o s k e d a s t i c i t y 52.98** 52.02** 42.38* 42.03* 41.75* 4 = * 
n u m . o f o b s e r . 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 
B u s e R - S q u a r e 0 . 2 1 1 0 . 1 9 0 . 2 5 6 0 . 2 1 1 0 . 2 7 5 0 . 2 8 5 0 . 2 6 4 0 . 2 7 4 
^UoSr^e^^:Square 0.818 0.81 0.832 0.818 0.838 0.843 0.835 0.841 
N o t e : 1. Figures in parentheses are t-statistics. ** denotes significant at the 1% level; *denotes significant at the 5% level; 
# denotes significant at the 10% level. 
2 Dependent variable-annual growth of per capita real GDP; Dir^-domest ic investment over GDP ra io; 
FDIY-foreign direct investment over GDP ratio; Gexp-growth of real export; Human1-3, scientific and technical personnel ratio; 
dd1-- equafe 1 for NIA provinces, 0 for other provinces; d d 2 - equals 1 for SC provinces, 0 for other provinces. 
dd4--equals 1 for NC provinces, 0 for other provinces. 
Human*dd1. Human*dd2-- dummy variables forvarious measures of human capital given to the NIA provinces and SC provinces 
[^!7Sj^2el^cM---clummy variables on FDI given to SC and NC provinces respectively 
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9.3 Interaction of human capital and export 
In this section we try to explore the complementary role of human capital further. As 
pointed out in Nelson and Phelps (1960), human capital could affect the speed of 
absorption of foreign advanced technology. So access to international best-practiced 
technology and high human capital level supplement and reinforce one another. In World 
Bank(1993), the product ofmanufactured export performance and education attainment is 
used to explain the variation in TFP growth rates and it is found that higher levels of 
education improve the contribution of manufactured export to TFP growth. It is 
concluded that manufactured export orientation and high labor force knowledge interact 
to facilitate the acquisition and mastery oftechnology diffused from abroad. Borensztein, 
Gregorio and Lee (1995) also found there is a strong complementary effect between 
foreign direct investment and human capital. 
In a b o v e analysis we fmd human capital in NIA and SC region has positive impacts on 
economic growth but human capital in other regions has no role at all, though the latter is 
5 
not significantly less than or even higher than the former. In NIA and SC provinces 
exports and FDI are also found have beneficial effects on economic growth, so it is 
reasonable to guess that in these regions human capital may act as complementary factors 
which enhance the absorption of advanced technology through exports and FDI. We test 
the interaction ofhuman capital and exports and fmd some evidence which could support 
our arguments. The results are presented in Table 16. 
Regressions 1.1 to 1.2 concern the interaction ofhuman capital and exports in NIA region 
while Regressions 2.1 to 2.2 deal with the case in NIA and SC region as a whole. Since 
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T a b l e 1 6 P e r C a p i t a G D P G r o w t h : I n t e r a c t i o n o f H u m a n C a p i t a l a n d E x p o r t s 
(1.1) (1.2) (2.1) (2-2) 
G L S G L S G L S G L S 
| / y 0 . 1 2 3 0 . 1 2 1 0 . 1 5 8 0 . 1 5 9 
( 3 . 5 8 7 r ( 3 . 5 3 2 r ( 4 . 5 7 5广 （4 . 6 6 3广 
H u m a n 1 0 . 0 7 4 0 . 0 9 4 0 . 0 5 4 - 0 . 0 0 5 
(0 .926) (0 .154) (0 .677) ( -0 .084 ) 
H u m a n 1 * d d 1 0 . 1 7 3 0 . 1 7 
(2 .668) * * (2 .684)* * 
H _ n 1 * D 1 0 . 1 2 9 0 . 1 4 2 
(2 .067) * (2 .319)* 
G e x p 0 . 0 4 5 0 . 0 5 8 
(1 .272) “ (1-598) 
G e x p * d d 1 - 0 . 0 0 9 
( -0 .134) 
G e x p * D 1 - 0 . 0 6 3 
^ ( -1 .027 ) 
G e x p * H u m a n 1 - 0 . 0 8 4 0 . 3 3 - 0 . 2 3 4 丄 2 9 5 
( -0 .243 ) ( 2 . 8 1 8 r ( -0 .658 ) (2 .406)* 
G e x p * H u m a n 1 * d d 1 0 . 7 2 4 0 . 6 3 1 
(1.260) (2.666广 
G e x p * H u m a n 1 * D 1 ( 】 2 〒 各 （。。。了品 
n u m . o f o b s e r 336 336 336 336 
B u s e R - S q u a r e ^ ^ 2 _ 1 ^ ^ 
N 0 t e : 1. Figures in parentheses are t-statistics. ** denotes significant at the 1 % level; *denotes significant at the 5% level; 
# denotes significant at the 10% level. 
2. Dependent variable—annual growth of per capita real GDP; DIA^-domestic investment over GDP ratio; 
Gexp--growth of real export; Human1. Scientific and technical personnel ratio in state-owned sector. 
Gexp*Human-interaction term of export and human capital. 
d d l - equals 1 for NIA provinces. 0 for other provinces; D1— equals 1 for NIA and SC provinces, 0 for other provinces. 
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using all measures of human capital shows the same pattern on the behaviors of human 
capital and exports, to save space we only report the results of regressions in which human 
capital is measured by Humanl, the scientific and technical personnel ratio in state-owned 
sector. In Regression 1.1 and 2.1, the coefficients of the interaction terms 
(Gexp*Humanl*ddl and Gexp*Humanl*Dl) are positive but not significant at 
conventional levels, and the export growth variables (Gexp*ddl and Gexp*Dl) become 
insignificant. But when exports are dropped from regressions, the interaction terms are 
highly significant, as showed by the results of Regression 1.2, and 2.2. There are high 
degree of multicollinearity between exports and the interaction terms.^^ F-tests indicate 
that when we consider jointly the impacts of the exports and the interaction terms in 
explaining the variation in economic growth’ it is significant. We conclude that in NIA and 
SC provinces, higher levels ofhuman capital raise the contribution of exports to economic 
growth. 
9.4 Convergence 
In recent work on economic growth, the proposition of convergence has attracted much 
attention. Convergence in economic growth means the countries starting with lower per 
capita GDP will grow faster than richer ones. This so-called "catch up hypothesis' is based 
upon the rationale that there are diffijsion ofproductivity-enhancing technology from 
advanced countries to backward ones. Studying whether or not poorer provinces in China 
51 When adding the interaction terms into regression, multicollinearity is the common phenomena 
encountered We run twojoint F-tests on the first regressions. The F-tests reject the null hypothesis that 
the coefficients ofthree variables (human capital, export and the interactive term) are not significant 
different from zero at 1 per cent significance level. The F-tests also reject the hypothesis that, taken 
jointly the interactive term and the exports are not significantly different from zero though in regressions 
they are individually highly insignificant. Where there is high degree of muIticollinearitybetween the 
variables the coefficients on the interactive terms and the exports, despite being separately msignificant, 
should be treated as best point estimation. In fact，the results reported by World Bank (1993) and 
Borensztein, Gregorio and Lee (1995) also face the same multicollinearity problem. 
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are catching up with richer ones is important because there are some concerns that 
"Openness and Reform" may widen the regional inequality. 
Entering the initial year per capita GDP in regressions as an additional explanatory 
variable52, we begin to address the convergence problem. Since the initial year per capita 
income is a time-invariant variable, the fixed effect model is invalid due to complete 
collinearity. We thus report the random effect model and the plain GLS model in Table 17. 
The estimated coefficient ofinitial level of GDP per capita is significantly negative under 
nearly all specifications, showing clear evidence of convergence in the post 1978 period. 
Rich province appears to grow slower than poor provinces. There are two reasons which 
could explain the observed convergence under the circumstance in China. First, the 
formation of the national market and the development of market economy due to the 
deviation from centrally-planned economy may increase efficiency of underdeveloped 
provinces and close the gap between richer and poorer provinces. A more integrated and 
market-oriented national economy breaks the isolation which blocks the efficient resources 
allocation, the competition and the flows ofinformation and technology. Generally, poorer 
provinces benifit more form market integration. Our findings on the growth rates of 
productivity^ previous chapters may verify this explanation. Second, in China the initial 
level of per capital income may include some information about the degree of openness 
and reform. Since the former core area or rich provinces received relative less autonomy in 
aspects ofreform and openness, and they were also dominated by state-owned enterprises, 
especially large state-owned enterprises, if the reform and openness are the main channel 
through which efficiency is improved, rich provinces lacking of implementation of 
measures of reform and openness may have slower growth in productivity. In fact, most 
NIA and SC provinces that we find have rapid productivity improvement were relatively 
52 To capture t h T ^ i ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ d u r i n g the penod between 1978 to 1982, we use the per capita GDP in 




poor at the beginning of the reform era. As mentioned above, the idea behind the 
convergence hypothesis is the flows of technology from advanced countries to less-
developing countries. We have already identified in previous chapters, the technology 
diffusion from abroad through exports and FDI is one of the robust determinants of 
economic growth, given the fact that the provinces that benefit from openness were 
relatively poor before 1978, openness may speed up the process ofconvergence. 
T a b l e 1 7 P e r C a p i t a G D P G r o w t h : C o n v e r g e n c e 
( 1 . 1 ) ( 1 2 ) ( 2 . 1 ) ( 2 . 2 ) ( 2 . 3 ) _ 
O L S G L S O L S ^ R E 
| /Y 0 . 1 3 6 0 . 1 8 4 
(3.642)** (4.545)** 
n i / Y 0 . 1 4 6 0 . 1 8 8 0 . 1 6 2 
(3.785)** (4,743)** (3.805)** 
Pcv78 -0.013 -0.011 -0.011 -0.016 -0.012 
(-2 515r (-1.773)# (-1.963)* (-2.67ir (_1.715)# 
G o v t c o n - 0 . 2 6 8 - 0 . 3 4 1 - 0 . 3 6 8 
bOVICOn ( _ 3 . 5 0 i r (-4.334)** (-4.12)-
H u m a n 1 - 。 . 。 3 3 。 . 。 4 3 ; 。 。 0 5 1 
( - 0 . 5 3 2 ) ( 0 . 7 2 9 ) ( - 0 . 8 1 ) 
H n m a n 1 * d d 1 0 . 1 3 9 0 . 1 2 7 0 . 1 6 2 
H u m a n 1 _ ( 2 . 0 5 2 ) * ( 1 . 9 0 9 ) # ( 2 . 0 4 7 ) * 
P _ r , 0 . 0 4 4 0 . 0 3 9 0 . 0 4 3 
u e x P ( 3 . 0 1 7 广 ( 3 . 2 9 0 r ( 3 . 0 2 6 广 
G e x D * d d 1 0 - 0 3 6 0 . 0 3 2 0 . 0 3 6 
u e x p a a i (0.993) ( 1 . 1 3 8 ) ( 1 . 0 0 9 ) 
G e x D * d d 2 0 . 0 6 9 0 . 0 3 3 0 . 0 9 4 GexPdd2 (1.565) (0.847) (1.950)# 
P n i Y 0 . 3 3 0 . 2 7 3 0 . 3 3 4 
r u i T ( 5 . 0 8 7 ) * * ( 3 . 8 8 i r ( 4 . 3 7 9 ) * * 
FDIY*dd2 ‘ 1-165 1.234 1.261 
" ^ U l Y a a z ( 2 . 4 1 2 r ( 2 . 3 9 9 ) * ( 2 . 2 1 3 ) * 
, / / . " _ i 0.295 
• … * r CHIQ(28)= 
L M t e s t o f ‘ 
h e t e r o s k e d a s t i c i t y 
n u m . 0 f 0 b s e r . 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 
R - s q u a r e A d j u s t e d 0 . 0 3 6 - - ： - ^ “ ° - ^ ^ ^ 
B u s e R - S q u a r e " 0 . 0 2 1 0 . 2 3 3 0 . 2 4 6 -
B u s e R a w - m o m e n t R - - - - 一 一 
S q u a r e 
N o t e . 1 Figures in parentheses are t-statistics. 'em denotes significant at the 1 % level; *denotes significant at the 5% 
' ^ ¾ ^ ^ : : - ^ ! ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ capita GDP; ./Y-investment over GDP ratio; D./Y-domestic investment 
over GDP ratio. Gexp-growth rate of real export. Human1-3, scientific and technical personnel ratio; 
ddT--equLs 1，for NIA provinces; equals 0 for other provinces; d d 2 - equals 1 for SC provinces, 0 for other prov.nces; 
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The role of fiscal policy in economic development is also one of the most important and 
frequently studied issues. In most cross-country studies either measures of overall size of 
the government in the economy or the breakdown of government expenditures are used to 
evaluate the effect of fiscal policy. As economic growth is concerned, government 
spending is a double-edged sword. Government may provide growth-promoting public 
goods and positively influence economic growth. On the other hand, government 
investment is famous for lower efficiency due to bureaucratic decision，the lack of profit 
motivation and competition pressure. To finance its expenditure, government also impose 
taxes and regulations that distort private decisions and crowd out private investment. All 
ofthese may hander economic growth. This dual-role feature of government spending is 
especially critical in current China, where though the process of decentralization of 
decision-making has been in extensive, the economy is still far away from the free market 
model. The most feature ofthis transitive model is that local governments play a key role. 
In the early stage of the reform period, local governments organized and financed large 
investment projects. They were engaged actively in the reconstruction of local state-
owned enterprises. In most recent years, local governments have transferred their 
investment gravity to providing infrastructure, such as transportation system and energy. 
During the whole period, local governments are also responsible for subsidizing the loss-
generating local state-owned enterprises. Investment in some industries，especially bottle-
neck industries such as raw-material, energy and infrastructure does stimulate economic 
growth. But some investment decisions come from the intention of government officers 
and are potentially less efficient. Loss subsidies also distort resource allocation and 
negatively affect productivity. So it is worthwhile to analysis the effect of local 
governments spending behavior on regional growth performance in China. 
Strict study require dividing total government spending into productive and cons^pt ion 
expenditure. Our analysis is heavily constrained by the limitation of data. We only have 
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very crude break-down in local governments' total budgetary expenditure. It only includes 
four items, (1) basic construction appropriation, (2) administrative expenditures, (3) 
culture, educational, scientific and public health funds, (4) other expenditures which 
ordinarily include social welfare and all kinds of subsidies. In most cross-country studies, 
the size of government is measured by government consumption, which equals the total 
government expenditure minus spending on education, defense and other directly 
productive items. Under the background ofcurrent economic system and the crude break-
down of the data, there are some problems in predicting the effects of different kinds of 
government spending. Administrative spending undoubtedly is a kind of consumption 
expenditure. Basic construction appropriation should be productive, but due to the 
potential inefficiency in government investment decision, its effect is hard to be predicted. 
The third kind ofexpenditure has much wide coverage than that in the market economies. 
Some social and culture expenditures are actually one part of service sector in other 
countries and some are tools ofruling party. So it contains pure government consumption 
and products and services provided by governments. The former is non-productive while 
the latter is productive. Most spending under the name of "other expenditure" is non-
productive government consumption. To reduce the risk of mismeasure, three measures 
are employed to represent the size oflocal governments in the provincial economies. The 
first is administrative expenditure as a percentage of GDP. The second is the summation of 
administrative expenditure and ‘other expenditures' as a percentage of GDP, it serve as a 
crude measure oftotal non-productive government consumption. The third is the ratio of 
total budgetary public expenditures over GDP. As showed by Regression in Table 18, 
when we put them in simple regressions which only have another two explanatory 
variables，total investment GDP ratio and the initial level of per capita GDP, all three 
measures are significantly negative. As far as the magnitude of their influence is 
concerned, the negative effect of administrative expenditure is the biggest, followed by the 
pure government consumption. The total government spending has the most modest 
8 3 
adverse effect on economic growth. These results are reasonable since the last measure 
includes some productive investment while the first two are pure government spending. 
We then concentrate on the second measure of government spending, the government 
consumption, to investigate its role with the presence of other important determinants. In 
the models in which other variables such as export growth, human capital and FDI are 
also included, we found the coefficients of these other explanatory variables are not 
affected greatly by introducing fiscal policy variable. The sign and magnitude of the 
coefficient ofgovernment consumption is very similar to that in the simple model. In fact, 
in regressions which are not reported, when we added or deleted one or several right-hand 
explanatory variables, the estimated coefficient on fiscal policy is very stable. It shows our 
results are robust. So we could conclude that the ratio of real government consumption to 
GDP is negatively associated with economic growth in China. 
One trap for analysis on the fiscal system in China is that concentrating only on budgetary 
expenditure is far from disclosing the true facts. Beside budgetary spending, local 
governments also have extra-budgetary expenditures which are collected and used outside 
the control ‘ of budget. The amount of total local governments' extra-budgetary 
expenditure is comparable with the total budgetary expenditure oflocal government, even 
as early as in 1982, total budgetary expenditure of local governments was 57.82 billion, 
while total extra-budgetary expenditure of local government was 50.75 billion (p229, 
Statistical Yearbook ofChina 1993). There are two problems which hinder us from taking 
the extra-budgetary expenditure into account comprehensively. We only have such data at 
the provincial level in years between 1986 to 1990, a relatively short time period. Even for 
this short time-period, the method of breakdown is very disappointing. We could not 
distinguish expenditures spent by local governinentz, local enterprises and local 
institutions. The expenditures of local enterprises and institutions are not fiscal 
8 4 
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expenditures because they are not the results of governmental behavior. For example, 
Under the name ofexpenditure on basic construction in extra-budgetary expenditure, most 
expenditures are collected and used by local state-owned enterprises. Local governments' 
involvement in these kind ofresource allocation process is very minor. It is different from 
the basic construction expenditure inside budget, which reflects the resource allocation 
dominated by government officers. Although we could use extra-budgetan/ expenditure 
data to study the effect ofreform and decentralization, it may be unsuitable to use them to 
analyze government behaviors and their effects. So we only combine the budgetary and 
extra-budgetary expenditure for the item ofadministrative expenditure, which we are sure 
is the exclusive expenditure of local government. We run a simple model using data of 
years between 1986 to 1990, the estimated coefficient of the combined administrative 
expenditure as a ratio o fGDP is -2.53, T-statistic is -1.95, significant at 5 per cent level 
marginally. This result has two implication. First, if we consider more seriously and 
completely by including all kinds of administrative expenditures, we find their negative 
effects on economic growth are now much bigger. Second, the sign and direction are the 
same as that discovered in analysis on budgetary expenditure data, we may conclude by 
this sample that our study based only on budgetary data is on the direction to fmd the true 
effects of government consumption. Because of data limitation，we are compelled to 
accept the results coming from incomplete data. But fortunately, through this sample test, 
we are confident our analysis is not far away from the truth. As showed by Regression 6 in 
Table 18’ in contrast to the stability - of the coefficient of SC dummy, the estimated 
coefficient ofdummy on FDI given to NC provinces is insignificant when it is entered into 
regression together with the government cons^pt ion and the initial per capital income. 
When we control the influence of government behavior and the "catch-up" effect, FDI 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9.6. Reform of price svstein. 
In the breakdown of government budgetary expenditure statistics, there is an item called 
‘price subsidy'. These data could be used to test the effect of a reform measure which is 
called ‘price reform, in China. We only have data ofyears between 1987 to 1991. In fixed 
effect models it is found the ratio of price subsidy over GDP is significantly negatively 
correlated with per capita economic growth. In the simple model in which only price 
subsidy and total investment ratio are independent variables, the estimated coefficient of 
price subsidy is -1.947，significant at 5 per cent level. When other factors are also 
presented in regressions, its value and significance do not change fundamentally. We 
could conclude the decrease ofprice subsidy may increase the efficiency. But because the 
time period is relatively short, and we do not know exactly the components under the 
name ofprice subsidy, so we do not report estimation results. 
Q 7. Ownership Reform 
Generally speaking, the reform happened after 1978 in China could be classified into 
several parts: First is openness, reform in the way of changing from closed economy to 
outward-oriented economy. Second is “price reform" which means gradually loosening 
the control on prices in state-owned sector and some critical materials and letting the 
market determine the prices of most c o n s ^ e r goods and a large amount of producer 
goods. Third is reform in the state-owned sector which is characterized by separation of 
ownership from management and management from government direct involvement. It is 
also called enterprise reform in China. The effect ofthis kind of reform has widely been 
addressed by studies on the change of total factor productivity in China's state-owned 
enterprises. Fourth is the emergence and expansion of non-state sector. The third and 
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fourth kinds of reform constitute the propriety right reform in China. In this part we will 
concentrate on the effect ofthe fourth kind of reform, emergence of non-state sector. 
Non-state-owned sector include private individual firms, town and village enterprises 
(TVEs) and foreign invested firms. The central and local government's roles in the 
expansion of this sector are very passive during the reform era. There is no positive 
support from the central and local governments. Measures they adopted are nothing but 
just removing former restriction and letting this sector run its own course. But lower 
levels of governments, especially governments in town and village, may have played 
critical roles in the high growth of n o n - s t a t e sector. Actually, most T V E S are collective 
enterprises in rural area and even the entrepreneurs in some TVEs are the heads of town 
and village governments. 
Some economists emphasize the importance of the emergence of non-state sector in the 
overall change of Chinese economy after 1978. For example, Mckinon (1994) treats the 
phenomenal growth of Chinese economy as a result of sustained decline of state-owned 
sector and expansion of non-state sector. In a study using city-level industrial data, Xiao 
( 1 9 9 1 ) finds^he state-owned sector maintained a stagnant TFP growth while the urban 
collective sector achieved a TFP growth of4 .5 per year. He also find a high positive 
correlation between non-state sector share ofindustrial output and the index ofTFP at the 
provincial level. 
We also employ the non-state sector share of industrial output to study the impact of 
ownership structure on economic growth. The results in Table l9 are not clear-cut 
evidence in favor of the argument that the emergence of non-state sector is the critical 
determinant of the growth variation. In simple models in which the only explanatory 
variables are total investment ratio and state-owned sector share of industrial output, we 
8 8 
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find the estimated coefficients of the latter are negative and significant, showing that 
change ofownership structure dose cause the differentials in cross-province and over time 
growth performance. It seems that squeezing out state-owned sector has a positive 
impact on growth. But in more complex models which also include measures of openness, 
human capital, government spending and the initial level of per capita GDP, which we fmd 
are the important factors affecting economic growth in previous sections, the coefficients 
of state-owned sector share become insignificant and in some specifications even become 
positive. The estimated coefficients of exports, FDI, human capital, government 
consumption and initial level of per capita income do not differ significantly from that in 
previous finding. Even we admit that the decline of state-owned industry positively 
contribute to the economic growth, it seems that it is not as robust as openness and 
government behavior. In Regressions 5-8 in Table 19 we reestimate the models using data 
covering the years between 1985 to 1994 to see whether or not in that sub-sample the 
effect of ownership structure is stable, but the results are still disappointing. When other 
factors are entered, the signs ofits coefficients become positive. These results are different 
from the general impression that privatization in China is an engine of economic growth. It 
is possible, when the effects of other determinants, such as openness and government 
behaviors are controlled, state ownership has no negative or even positive impact on 
economic growth. Another possible reason is that the effect of ownership structure has 
already reflected in other explanatory variables, for instance, FDI to some extent measures 
the contribution offoreign-funded enterprises, TVEs in coastal provinces are famous for 
their export performance, government consumption includes subsidy to loss-making state-
owned enterprises. Data characteristics could also give an explanation, our measure of the 
share ofnon-state sector only take industry sector into account but ignore other economic 
sectors such as transportation and services. Panel data which treats time series and cross 
section difference with equal weights may also make the difference in ownership between 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Chapter 10. Conclusion 
10.1 Summary of main findings. 
Employing cross-section and time-series data at the provincial level during the post-1978 
period, we apply appropriate econometric techniques to examine the determinants of 
economic growth and regional growth disparity in China. It is found that human capital, 
export and foreign direct investment positively affect growth of provincial economy. They 
are robust determinants of the differential growth performance across provinces and 
within a province over time. Openness may contribute to economic growth in China 
through facilitating difRision of technology and managerial practice because we fmd the 
regions where export and FDI play preeminent roles are also those regions that record 
outstanding productivity growth. We also find there are huge productivity gap between 
export sector and domestic sector in regions where exports have large beneficial effect on 
economic growth. This is also an evidence which supports the hypothesis that openness 
affects growth through technological spillover from abroad. Besides direct improvement in 
productivity in the sector which contacts the world market, openness also benefits 
economic growth through positive externality from the export sector to the domestic 
sector. Human capital only has effects in the regions where openness measures are found 
especially beneficial. It seems that human capital acts as a complementary factor which 
enhances the role ofexport and FDI in the process of technology diffiision. 
Initial level of per capita income and local government consumption are also important 
determinants ofthe differentials in the rates of economic growth. It seems that there exists 
convergence between rich and poor provinces in China, i.e., the less-developed provinces 
seem to grow faster than the advanced provinces. The observed convergence may reveal 
some information about the effects of reform and openness characterized by 
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decentralization of decision making because generally the former richer provinces have 
relatively less autonomy during the period under study. Convergence may also be resulted 
from the decline of the command economy and the emergence of a national common 
market. Penetration of market forces and the phasing out of regulation, rigidity and 
immobility could make the efficiency levels convergent. It is found that local government 
consumption affects economic growth negatively. In our panel data analysis, reform 
measures, such as the emergence of non-state sector, are not so critical as implied by 
general impression, if the effects of openness have already been taken into account. 
Openness is more important than reform to the outstanding development in the post-1978 
era, but the effects ofthe former are generally under-explored by academic works. 
As the pattern ofregional development is concerned, we fmd that the traditional regional 
classification is crude and misleading. The most phenomenal change in the pattern of 
regional development is that the decline ofthe former core economy and the emergence of 
eastern coastal provinces which are considered as a part of the miracle of East Asia's 
newly industrializing economies. We also discover that the southern part of central China 
also benefits from exports and FDI, especially from the latter, and enjoys a rapid growth 
of productivity. In fact, although in terms of export growth rate and export share, the 
southern provinces in central China do not outperform their northern counterparts, they 
export a greater proportion of manufactured goods. This fmding further supports that 
export and openness may contribute -to China's economic growth through the channel of 
technological diffiision. In the west, southern provinces also have higher growth of 
productivity than their northern counterparts. But we are not very clear about the reason 
oftheir good performance. 
9 2 
10.2 Suggestion on flirther research. 
Provincial panel data are valuable to study Chinese economy because of the lack of long 
enough time series aggregate data of China and the huge disparity of her regional 
development. Since this is only a M.Phil thesis, it is far away from fully exploring this 
usefbl data set. For example, data on R & D spending, number of application of patents 
and infrastructure investment may also be important variables which could be employed to 
study the economic growth in China using the methods based on the endogenous growth 
theory. ^ 
As the effects of openness are concerned, the next direction of research may lie on the 
impacts of imports. In fact, there are controversy on the sources of East Asian growth 
miracle. Some economists question the standard story of export-led growth by arguing 
that the observed export performance in East Asian newly industrializing countries is in 
fact consistent with investment-led growth, with causality running from investment to 
imports and from imports to exports (see Rodrik (1994)). The causal relation between 
investment, export, import and economic growth in post-reform era in China is an 
interesting topic since imports, especially import of capital goods，such as equipment and 
intermediate inputs, have the potential to facilitate the difaision of productivity-enhancing 
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